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Data Migration (NewDTS)
Databases Supported by Data Migration
：

Last updated 2022-11-02 16:40:47
Data migration is a one-time task of replicating data from the source database to the target database at the database
level. After the migration is completed, the business will be cut over to the new database.
DTS supports data migration from self-built databases, TencentDB databases, and third-party cloud databases.
Migration from a self-built database to the cloud: Migrating a self-built database in the local IDC or on CVM, or a
Lighthouse database on the Lighthouse instance to a TencentDB database.
Migration between TencentDB instances: Such as database version upgrade, cross-region migration (including
migration between regions inside China or outside China, or cross-border migration), and the migration between
database instances under different Tencent Cloud accounts.
Migration from a third-party cloud database to TencentDB: Such as migration from an Alibaba Cloud or AWS
database to TencentDB.
You can select different access types based on the deployment modes of the source databases. DTS supports the
following access types: Public Network, Self-Build on CVM, Direct Connect, VPN Access, Database, and CCN, each
requiring different network conditions. For more information, see Preparations Overview.
Databases that can be migrated with DTS are as detailed below:

Data Flow
Direction

MySQL >
MySQL

Migration
Direction

To
Tencent
Cloud

Source Database Type & Version

Self-built MySQL 5.5/5.6/5.7/8.0
TencentDB for MySQL
5.5/5.6/5.7/8.0
Third-party cloud database
Alibaba Cloud RDS
5.5/5.6/5.7/8.0
Alibaba PolarDB 5.6/5.7/8.0
Amazon RDS for MySQL
5.6/5.7/8.0
Amazon Aurora MySQL
5.6/5.7
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Target Database Type &
Version

TencentDB for MySQL
5.5/5.6/5.7/8.0

Migra
Type

Struct
migra
Fu
migra
Fu
increm
migra
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Data Flow

Migration

Direction

Direction

Source Database Type & Version

Target Database Type &

Migra

Version

Type

Struct
MariaDB >
MySQL

To
Tencent
Cloud

Self-built MariaDB
5.7/8.0/10.0/10.1
TencentDB for MariaDB

TencentDB for MySQL

migra
Fu

5.5/5.6/5.7/8.0

migra

5.7/8.0/10.0/10.1

Fu
increm
migra

Percona >
MySQL

Struct
migra

To
Tencent

Self-built Percona 5.5/5.6/5.7/8.0

Cloud

TencentDB for MySQL

Fu

5.5/5.6/5.7/8.0

migra
Fu
increm
migra

Struct
TDSQL for
MySQL >

To
Tencent

MySQL

Cloud

MySQL >
MariaDB

To
Tencent
Cloud

TDSQL for MySQL 5.7/8.0

TencentDB for MySQL 5.7/8.0

migra
Fu
migra
Fu
increm
migra

Self-built MySQL 5.5/5.6/5.7/8.0
TencentDB for MySQL
5.5/5.6/5.7/8.0

TencentDB for MariaDB
5.7/8.0/10.0/10.1

Struct
migra
Fu
migra
Fu
increm
migra
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Data Flow
Direction

MariaDB >
MariaDB

Migration
Direction

To
Tencent
Cloud

Source Database Type & Version

Target Database Type &
Version

Migra
Type

Struct
migra

Self-built MariaDB
5.7/8.0/10.0/10.1
TencentDB for MariaDB
5.7/8.0/10.0/10.1

TencentDB for MariaDB
5.7/8.0/10.0/10.1

Fu
migra
Fu
increm
migra

Struct
Percona >
MariaDB

To
Tencent

TencentDB for MariaDB
5.7/8.0/10.0/10.1

Self-built Percona 5.5/5.6/5.7/8.0

Cloud

TDSQL for

To

MySQL >
MariaDB

Tencent
Cloud

migra
Fu
migra
Fu
increm
migra

TDSQL for MySQL 5.7/8.0/10.0/10.1

Struct
migra
Fu

TencentDB for MariaDB
5.7/8.0/10.0/10.1

migra
Fu
increm
migra

Self-built MySQL 5.5/5.6/5.7/8.0
TencentDB for MySQL
5.5/5.6/5.7/8.0

MySQL >
TDSQL-C

To
Tencent

for MySQL

Cloud

Third-party cloud database
Alibaba Cloud RDS
5.5/5.6/5.7/8.0

Struct
migra

Alibaba Cloud PolarDB
5.6/5.7/8.0
Amazon RDS for MySQL 5.6

、

5.7 8.0
Amazon Aurora MySQL
5.6/5.7
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Fu
migra
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migra
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Data Flow
Direction

MariaDB >
TDSQL-C
for MySQL

Migration
Direction

To
Tencent
Cloud

Percona >
TDSQL-C

To
Tencent

for MySQL

Cloud

Source Database Type & Version

Self-built MariaDB
5.7/8.0/10.0/10.1
TencentDB for MariaDB
5.7/8.0/10.0/10.1

Self-built Percona 5.5/5.6/5.7/8.0

Target Database Type &
Version

Migra
Type

TDSQL-C for MySQL 5.7/8.0

TDSQL-C for MySQL 5.7/8.0

Struct
migra
Fu
migra
Fu
increm
migra

Struct
migra
Fu
migra
Fu
increm
migra
Fu

MySQL >
TDSQL for
MySQL

To
Tencent
Cloud

Self-built MySQL 5.6/5.7/8.0
TencentDB for MySQL
5.6/5.7/8.0
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Data Flow
Direction

Migration
Direction

Source Database Type & Version

Target Database Type &
Version

Migra
Type

Self-built MariaDB
5.7/8.0/10.0/10.1
TencentDB for MariaDB
5.7/8.0/10.0/10.1

Note:

MariaDB >
TDSQL for
MySQL

To
Tencent
Cloud

For homogeneous migration
from MariaDB to TDSQL for
MySQL (MariaDB kernel), the
target database version must
be later than the source

Fu
TDSQL for MySQL
5.7/8.0/10.0/10.1

database version. Currently,
only the heterogeneous
migration from MariaDB 10.1
to TDSQL for
MySQL/Percona 5.7 is
supported.

Percona >
TDSQL for
MySQL

TDSQL for
MySQL >
TDSQL for
MySQL

To
Tencent
Cloud

Self-built Percona 5.5/5.6/5.7/8.0

To
Tencent
Cloud

TDSQL for MySQL 5.7/8.0/10.0/10.1
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TDSQL for MySQL
5.7/8.0/10.0/10.1

migra
Fu
increm
migra

Fu
migra
Fu
increm
migra

Struct
migra
Fu
migra
Fu
increm
migra
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Data Flow
Direction

Migration
Direction

Source Database Type & Version

Target Database Type &
Version

Migra
Type

Self-built PostgreSQL

PostgreSQL
>

To
Tencent

PostgreSQL

Cloud

9.3/9.4/9.5/9.6/10/11/12/13/14
TencentDB for PostgreSQL
10/11/12/13
PostgreSQL
9.3/9.4/9.5/9.6/10/11/12/13/14 of all
third-party cloud vendors

Fu
migra
TencentDB for PostgreSQL
10/11/12/13

Note:
Only PostgreSQL 9.4 or later
supports incremental
migration

MongoDB >
MongoDB

To
Tencent
Cloud

Self-built MongoDB
3.0/3.2/3.4/3.6/4.0/4.2
TencentDB for MongoDB
3.0/3.2/3.4/3.6/4.0/4.2
Third-party (Alibaba Cloud)
MongoDB 3.0/3.2/3.4/3.6/4.0/4.2

Struct
migra
Fu
increm
migra

Fu
migra

TencentDB for MongoDB

Fu
increm
migra

3.0/3.2/3.4/3.6/4.0/4.2

Self-built SQL Server 2008
SQL Server
> SQL
Server

To
Tencent
Cloud

R2/2012/2014/2016/2017/2019
TencentDB for SQL Server
2008R2/2012/2014/2016/2017/2019
Third-party (Alibaba Cloud and
AWS) SQL Server 2008

TencentDB for SQL Server
2008
R2/2012/2014/2016/2017/2019

Fu
migra
Fu
increm
migra

R2/2012/2014/2016/2017/2019

：

Note

In the above table, the migration direction “To Tencent Cloud” indicates that the target database is a
TencentDB instance, just as shown in the Target Database Type & Version column.
Cross-account migration only makes sense when both the source and target databases are TencentDB
instances under different Tencent Cloud root accounts.
Requirements for database versions:

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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MySQL/TDSQL for MySQL/MariaDB/TDSQL-C: The target database version must be later than or the
same as the source database version. The versions are differentiated by the major version number; for
example, v5.6.x can be migrated to v5.6.x, v5.7.x, or later.
PostgreSQL: For full migration, the target database version must be later than or the same as the source
database version; for incremental migration, migration between versions above v10.x is supported.
MongoDB: Migration between all versions is supported.
SQL Server: Only migration from Basic Edition to High Availability Edition (including Dual-Server High
Availability Edition and Cluster Edition) is supported, and the version number of the target database must
be above that of the source database.
The above table lists the features supported by NewDTS. For Redis data migration, see Migration with DTS.

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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Cross-Account TencentDB Instance Migration
：

Last updated 2022-12-01 10:46:48

Overview
This document describes how to use the data migration feature of DTS to perform data migration between the source
and target TencentDB instances under different root accounts.

Supported Scope
Data migration from TencentDB for MySQL/MongoDB/PostgreSQL.

Prerequisites
You have created the target database instance.

Notes
This operation involves multiple account information configuration items. The following lists the main configuration
logic for easier understanding and configuration.
Data migration direction: Source database (database instance under another account) > target database (database
instance under the current account).
The account executing the migration task can be the root account or a sub-account of the target database.
If you use a root account to execute the migration task, before executing the task, ask the root account of the
source database to grant the root account of the target database access to the source database.
If you use a sub-account to execute the migration task, before executing the task, ask the root account of the
source database to grant the root account of the target database access to the source database with a role, and
then ask the root account of the target database to grant the sub-account access to the source database.

Authorizing an Account
To execute the migration task with a root account or a sub-account, follow steps 1–6 or steps 1–11
respectively.

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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1. Log in to the CAM console with the Tencent Cloud root account of the source database (if the sub-account has
CAM and role permissions, you can also log in with the sub-account).
2. Click Role on the left sidebar to enter the Role Management page. Then, click Create Role.
3. On the Select role entity page, select Tencent Cloud Account.

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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4. On the Enter Role Entity Info page, configure the information and click Next.

Tencent Cloud account: Select Other root account.
Account ID: Enter the Tencent Cloud root account ID of the target database, which can be viewed in Account
Info. Even if the target database instance is owned by a sub-account, you still need to enter the root account ID
here.
External ID: You can enable it as needed.

：

Note

If an external ID is used, record and keep the ID on your own, as it cannot be queried in DTS.

5. On the Configure Role Policy page, select the corresponding policies of DTS and the source database and click
Next.
For the DTS policy, select QcloudDTSReadOnlyAccess .
For the corresponding policy of the source database, select the policy of the Tencent Cloud service to which the
source database belongs. For example, if the source database is TencentDB for MySQL or PostgreSQL, select
QcloudAccessForMySQLRole or QcloudPostgreSQLReadOnlyAccess respectively. Select a policy

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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based on the actual conditions.

6. Configure role tags. Then, on the Review page, set the role name and click Complete.

：

Note

Record the configured role name, which needs to be entered when you create the migration task later.

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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：

Note

To execute a migration task with the root account, just follow the steps above; to execute a migration task
with a sub-account, you also need to ask the root account to authorize the sub-account as follows:

7. (Optional) Log in to the CAM console with the Tencent Cloud root account of the target database and click
Policies on the left sidebar. Then, click Create Custom Policy on the right and select Create by Policy Syntax.

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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8. (Optional) Select Blank Template and click Next.

9. (Optional) Create a policy and enter the policy name and description as needed. After copying the sample code to
the Policy Content, replace the content in the red box with the actual information.

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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Sample policy syntax:
{
"version": "2.0",
"statement": [
{
"effect": "allow",
"action": ["name/sts:AssumeRole"],
"resource": ["qcs::cam::uin/10*******8:roleName/DTS-role"]
}

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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]
}

0. (Optional) Click Complete, return to the Policy List page, and click Associate Users/Groups.

1. (Optional) Select the sub-account of the target database instance (i.e., the sub-account executing the migration
task) and click OK.

Creating a Migration Task
1. Log in to the DTS console with the Tencent Cloud account of the target database instance.
2. Select Data Migration > Create Migration Task to purchase a migration task.

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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3. After making the purchase, return to the data migration task list and click Configure in the Operation column to
enter the migration task configuration page.
4. On the Set source and target databases page, configure the source and target database information. The
following takes data migration between two TencentDB for MySQL instances as an example.

Configure the key parameters for cross-account data migration as follows:
Access Type: Select Database, indicating that the source database is a TencentDB instance.
Cross-/Intra-Account: Select Cross-account.
Peer Account ID: Enter the root account ID of the source database.
Peer Account Role Name: The role name created in step 6 in Authorizing an Account. For more information on
roles, see Role Overview and Cross-account Access Role.

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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External Role ID: This parameter is optional, and its value can be obtained from the previous section. For more
information on roles, see Role Overview and Cross-account Access Role.

：

Note

After completing the above configuration, select the Region to get the instance list under the source
database account. If an error occurs while getting the instances, the configuration may be incorrect, or no
authorization has been performed. For more information, see FAQs.

5. On the Set migration options and select migration objects page, set the data migration options, select
migration objects, and click Save and Go Next.
6. On the Verify task page, complete the verification. After all check items are passed, click Start Task.
If the verification fails, fix the problem as instructed in Check Item Overview and initiate the verification again.
7. Return to the data migration task list, and you can see that the task has entered the Running status.

FAQs
1. What should I do if the error "role not exist[InternalError.GetRoleError]" is reported when the instance
list is pulled across accounts?
Check whether the Peer Account ID (the root account ID of the source database) and Peer Account Role Name
(the role name created in step 6 in Authorizing an Account) have been correctly configured.
2. What should I do if the error InternalError:InternalInnerCommonError is reported when the
database instance list is obtained?
The policy of the Tencent Cloud service to which the source database belongs hasn't been granted to the role. Grant it
as instructed in step 5 in Authorizing an Account.
3. What should I do if the error "you are not authorized to perform operation (sts:AssumeRole), resource
(qcs::cam::uin/1xx5:roleName/xxxx) has no permission" is reported when the instance list is pulled across
accounts?
Error cause: The account that you use to create the migration task is a sub-account without the
sts:AssumeRole permission.
Solution:
Use the root account to create the migration task.
Ask the root account of the target database to authorize the sub-account as instructed in Authorizing an Account
and set resource in the policy syntax to the field in blue in the error message.

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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Migrating to MySQL
Migration from MySQL to TencentDB for
MySQL
：

Last updated 2022-11-08 10:20:40
This document describes how to use the data migration feature of DTS to migrate data from MySQL to TencentDB for
MySQL. The source database can be a self-built, third-party cloud, or TencentDB database.

Notes
When DTS performs full data migration, it will occupy certain source instance resources, which may increase the
load of the source instance and the database pressure. If your database has low configurations, we recommend
that you migrate data during off-peak hours.
Migration is implemented without locks by default, during which no global lock (the FTWRL lock) is added to the
source database, and only tables without a primary key are locked.
When you create a data consistency check task, DTS will use the account that executes the migration task to write
the system database __tencentdb__ in the source database to record the data comparison information during
the migration task.
To ensure that subsequent data problems can be located, the __tencentdb__ system database in the
source database will not be deleted after the migration task ends.
The __tencentdb__ system database uses a single-threaded connection wait mechanism and occupies a
very small space, about 0.01%–0.1% of the storage space of the source database; for example, if the source
database is 50 GB, __tencentdb__ will be about 5–50 MB. Therefore, it has almost no impact on the
performance of the source database and will not preempt resources.

Prerequisites
You have created a TencentDB for MySQL instance as instructed in Creating MySQL Instance.
The source and target databases must meet the requirements for the migration feature and version as instructed in
Databases Supported by Data Migration.
You have completed all the preparations as instructed in Overview.

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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The source database must have the following permissions:
Migration of the entire instance:
CREATE USER 'migration account'@'%' IDENTIFIED BY 'migration password';
GRANT RELOAD,LOCK TABLES,REPLICATION CLIENT,REPLICATION SLAVE,SHOW DATABASES,
SHOW VIEW,PROCESS ON *.* TO 'migration account'@'%';
// If the source database is an Alibaba Cloud database, you don't need to gra
nt the `SHOW DATABASES` permission; otherwise, you need to do so. For more in
formation on authorizing an Alibaba Cloud database, visit https://help.aliyu
n.com/document_detail/96101.html.
// If you select to migrate triggers and events, you need grant both the `TRI
GGER` and `EVENT` permissions.
GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON `__tencentdb__`.* TO 'migration account'@'%';
GRANT SELECT ON *.* TO 'migration account';

Migration of specified objects:
CREATE USER 'migration account'@'%' IDENTIFIED BY 'migration password';
GRANT RELOAD,LOCK TABLES,REPLICATION CLIENT,REPLICATION SLAVE,SHOW DATABASES,
SHOW VIEW,PROCESS ON *.* TO 'migration account'@'%';
// If the source database is an Alibaba Cloud database, you don't need to gra
nt the `SHOW DATABASES` permission; otherwise, you need to do so. For more in
formation on authorizing an Alibaba Cloud database, visit https://help.aliyu
n.com/document_detail/96101.html.
// If you select to migrate triggers and events, you need grant both the `TRI
GGER` and `EVENT` permissions.
GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON `__tencentdb__`.* TO 'migration account'@'%';
GRANT SELECT ON `mysql`.* TO 'migration account'@'%';
GRANT SELECT ON database to be migrated.* TO 'migration account';

Permissions required of the target database: ALTER, ALTER ROUTINE, CREATE, CREATE ROUTINE, CREATE
TEMPORARY TABLES, CREATE USER, CREATE VIEW, DELETE, DROP, EVENT, EXECUTE, INDEX,
INSERT, LOCK TABLES, PROCESS, REFERENCES, RELOAD, SELECT, SHOW DATABASES, SHOW VIEW,
TRIGGER, and UPDATE.

Application restrictions
Basic tables, views, functions, triggers, stored procedures, and events can be migrated, while system tables such
as information_schema , sys , performance_schema , __cdb_recycle_bin__ ,
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__recycle_bin__ , __tencentdb__ , and mysql cannot.
When views, stored procedures, and functions are migrated, DTS will check whether user1 corresponding to
DEFINER ( [DEFINER = user1] ) in the source database is the same as the migration account user2 ,
and if not, DTS will change the SQL SECURITY attribute of user1 in the target database from DEFINER
to INVOKER ( [INVOKER = user1] ) after the migration, and set the DEFINER in the target database to
the migration account user2 ( [DEFINER = migration account user2] ). If the view definition in the
source database is too complex, the task may fail.
If the source MySQL database is a non-GTID instance, DTS doesn't support HA switch for it. If it is switched, DTS
incremental migration may be interrupted.
Only data with the following three database engines can be migrated: InnoDB, MyISAM, and TokuDB. Tables with
other engines will be skipped during migration by default.
Correlated data objects must be migrated together; otherwise, migration will fail. Common correlations include table
referenced by views, view referenced by views, and tables correlated through primary/foreign keys.
During incremental migration, if the source database has distributed transactions or generates binlog statements in
the STATEMENT format, the migration will fail.
In migration scenarios without locks, after the migration task enters the "source database export" step, DDL
operations are not supported.
If the binlog of the source database has a GTID hole, it may compromise the performance of the migration task and
cause the task to fail.
Scenarios that contain both DML and DDL statements in the same transaction are not supported and will trigger
errors during task execution.
Geometry data types are not supported and will trigger errors during task execution.
The ALTER VIEW statement is not supported and will be skipped during migration.

Operation limits
During migration, do not perform the following operations; otherwise, the migration task will fail:
Do not modify or delete user information (including username, password, and permissions) in the source and
target databases and port numbers.
Do not run distributed transactions in the source database.
Do not write binlog data in the STATEMENT format into the source database.
Do not clear binlogs in the source database.
Do not run DDL operations of changing the database/table structure during database/table structure migration or
full migration.
Do not delete the system table __tencentdb__ during incremental migration.
If you only perform full data migration, do not write new data into the source instance during migration; otherwise,
the data in the source and target databases will be inconsistent. In scenarios with data writes, to ensure the data
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consistency in real time, we recommend you select full + incremental data migration.
If the source database is Alibaba Cloud ApsaraDB for RDS or PolarDB, it will add an additional primary key column
to tables without a primary key or non-null unique key in the binlog. The added primary key column is invisible in the
table structure and thus may not be recognizable by DTS. Therefore, we recommend you not migrate tables without
a primary key.

Supported SQL Operations
Operation
Type

Supported SQL Operations

DML

INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, and REPLACE

DDL

TABLE: CREATE TABLE, ALTER TABLE, DROP TABLE, TRUNCATE TABLE, and
RENAME TABLE
VIEW: CREATE VIEW and DROP VIEW
INDEX: CREATE INDEX and DROP INDEX
DATABASE: CREATE DATABASE, ALTER DATABASE, and DROP DATABASE

Environment requirements

：

Note

The system will automatically check the following environment requirements before starting a migration task
and report an error if a requirement is not met. If you can identify the failed check item, fix it as instructed in
Check Item Overview; otherwise, wait for the system verification to complete and fix the problem according to
the error message.

Type

Environment Requirement

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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Type

Environment Requirement
The source and target databases can be connected.
The server where the source database resides must have enough outbound
bandwidth; otherwise, the migration speed will be affected.
Requirements for the instance parameters:
The `server_id` parameter in the source database must be set manually and cannot
be 0.
`row_format` for the source databases/tables cannot be set to `FIXED`.
The values of the `lower_case_table_names` variable in both the source and target

Requirements for
source database

databases must be the same.
The `connect_timeout` variable in the source database must be greater than or
equal to 10.
We recommend you enable `skip-name-resolve` to reduce the possibility of
connection timeout.
Requirements for binlog parameters:
The `log_bin` variable in the source database must be set to `ON`.
The `binlog_format` variable in the source database must be set to `ROW`.
The `binlog_row_image` variable in the source database must be set to `FULL`.
On MySQL 5.6 or later, if the `gtid_mode` variable is not `ON`, an alarm will be
triggered. We recommend you enable `gtid_mode`.
You cannot set filter conditions with `do_db` and `ignore_db`.
If the source instance is a replica database, the `log_slave_updates` variable must
be set to `ON`.
We recommend you retain the binlog of the source database for at least three days;
otherwise, the task cannot be resumed from the checkpoint and will fail.
Foreign key dependency:
Foreign key dependency can be set to only one of the following two types: `NO
ACTION` and `RESTRICT`.
During partial table migration, tables with foreign key dependency must be migrated.
The migration precision of DTS for data in `FLOAT` type is 38 digits, and for data in
`DOUBLE` type is 308 digits. You should check whether this meets your requirements.

Requirements for
the target
database

The target database version must be later than or equal to the source database
version.
The size of the target database space must be at least 1.2 times that of the
databases/tables to be migrated in the source database. (Full data migration will execute
INSERT operations concurrently, causing some tables in the target database to generate
data fragments. Therefore, after full migration is completed, the size of the tables in the
target database may be larger than that in the source database.)
The target database cannot have migration objects such as tables and views with the
same name as those in the source database.
The `max_allowed_packet` parameter of the target database must be set to 4 MB or
above.
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Type

Environment Requirement

Other
requirements

The environment variable `innodb_stats_on_metadata` must be set to `OFF`.

Directions
1. Log in to the DTS console, select Data Migration on the left sidebar, and click Create Migration Task to enter
the Create Migration Task page.
2. On the Create Migration Task page, select the types, regions, and specifications of the source and target
instances and click Buy Now.
Configuration Item

Description

Source Instance

Select the source database type, which cannot be changed after purchase. Here,

Type

select MySQL.

Source Instance
Region

Select the source database region. If the source database is a self-built one, select a
region nearest to it.

Target Instance
Type

Select the target database type, which cannot be changed after purchase. Here, select
MySQL.

Target Instance
Region

Select the target database region.

Specification

Select the specification of the migration link based on your business conditions.

3. On the Set source and target databases page, configure the task, source database, and target database
settings. After the source and target databases pass the connectivity test, click Create.

：

Note

If the connectivity test fails, troubleshoot as prompted or as instructed in Database Connection Check and
try again.
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As there are many cross-scenarios of source database deployment modes and access types, the
migration steps for different scenarios are similar. The following only provides configuration examples for
typical scenarios. For other scenarios, configure by referring to the examples.
Example 1: Migrating a local self-built database to TencentDB through Direct Connect/VPN
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Setting Type

Configuration Item

Description

Task Name

Set a task name that is easy to identify.
Immediate execution: The task will be started immediately after the
task verification is passed.

Task
Configuration

Source
Database
Settings

Scheduled execution: You need to configure a task execution time
and the task will be started automatically then.

Running Mode

Tag

Tags are used to manage resources by category in different dimensions.
If the existing tags do not meet your requirements, go to the console to
create more.

Source Database
Type

The source database type selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.

Service Provider

For a self-built database (such as a CVM-based one) or TencentDB
database, select Others. For a third-party cloud database, select the
corresponding service provider.
In this scenario, select Others.

Region

The region selected during purchase, which cannot be changed.
Select a type based on your scenario. In this scenario, select Direct
Connect or VPN Access, and you need to configure VPN-IDC
interconnection as instructed in Direct Connect or VPN Access:
Configuring VPN-IDC Interconnection. For the preparations for different
access types, see Overview.
Public Network: The source database can be accessed through a
public IP.
Self-Build on CVM: The source database is deployed in a CVM
instance.
Direct Connect: The source database can be interconnected with
VPCs through Direct Connect.
VPN Access: The source database can be interconnected with VPCs
through VPN Connections.
Database: The source database is a TencentDB instance.
CCN: The source database can be interconnected with VPCs through

Access Type

CCN.

VPC-based Direct
Connect
Gateway/VPN
Gateway

Only VPC-based Direct Connect gateway is supported. You need to
confirm the network type associated with the gateway.
VPN Gateway: Select a VPN Gateway instance.
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Setting Type

Target
Database
Settings

Configuration Item

Description

VPC

Select a VPC and subnet associated with the VPC-based Direct
Connect Gateway or VPN Gateway.

Host Address

IP address or domain name for accessing the source MySQL database.

Port

Port for accessing the source MySQL database.

Account

Account of the source MySQL database, which must have the required
permissions.

Password

Password of the source MySQL database.

Target Database
Type

The target database type selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.

Region

The target database region selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.

Access Type

Select a type based on your scenario. In this scenario, select Database.

Database
Instance

Select the instance ID of the target database.

Account

Account of the target database, which must have the required
permissions.

Password

Password of the target database.

Example 2: Migrate between two TencentDB instances
Setting Type

Task

Configuration Item

Description

Task Name

Set a task name that is easy to identify.
Immediate execution: The task will be started immediately after the
task verification is passed.
Scheduled execution: You need to configure a task execution time

Running Mode

and the task will be started automatically then.

Configuration

Tag

Tags are used to manage resources by category in different dimensions.
If the existing tags do not meet your requirements, go to the console to
create more.
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Setting Type

Configuration Item

Description

Source Database
Type

The source database type selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.

Service Provider

For a self-built database (such as a CVM-based one) or TencentDB
database, select Others. For a third-party cloud database, select the
corresponding service provider.
In this scenario, select Others.

Region

Source
Database
Settings

Access Type

The source database region selected during data migration task
purchase, which cannot be changed.
Select a type based on your scenario. In this scenario, select Database.
For the preparations for different access types, see Overview.
Public Network: The source database can be accessed through a
public IP.
Self-Build on CVM: The source database is deployed in a CVM
instance.
Direct Connect: The source database can be interconnected with
VPCs through Direct Connect.
VPN Access: The source database can be interconnected with VPCs
through VPN Connections.
Database: The source database is a TencentDB instance.
CCN: The source database can be interconnected with VPCs through
CCN.

Intra-account: The source and target database instances belong to
the same Tencent Cloud root account.
Cross-account: The source and target database instances belong to
different Tencent Cloud root accounts.

Cross-/IntraAccount

Target
Database
Settings

Database
Instance

Instance ID of the source MySQL database.

Account

Account of the source MySQL database, which must have the required
permissions.

Password

Password of the source MySQL database.

Target Database
Type

The target database type selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.
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Setting Type

Configuration Item
Region
Access Type
Database
Instance

Description
The target database region selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.
Select a type based on your scenario. In this scenario, select Database.
Select the instance ID of the target database.

Account

Account of the target database, which must have the required
permissions.

Password

Password of the target database.

Example 3: Migrating an Alibaba Cloud ApsaraDB for RDS instance to a TencentDB instance over the public network
Setting Type

Task
Configuration

Configuration Item

Description

Task Name

Set a task name that is easy to identify.
Immediate execution: The task will be started immediately after the
task verification is passed.
Scheduled execution: You need to configure a task execution time
and the task will be started automatically then.

Running Mode

Tags are used to manage resources by category in different dimensions.

Source
Database
Settings

Tag

If the existing tags do not meet your requirements, go to the console to
create more.

Source Database
Type

The source database type selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.

Service Provider

For a self-built database (such as a CVM-based one) or TencentDB
database, select Others. For a third-party cloud database, select the
corresponding service provider.
In this scenario, select Alibaba Cloud.

Region

The source database region selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.
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Setting Type

Configuration Item

Description
For a third-party cloud database, you can select Public Network
generally or select VPN Access, Direct Connect, or CCN based on
your actual network conditions.
In this scenario, select Public Network. For the preparations for
different access types, see Overview.
Public Network: The source database can be accessed through a
public IP.
Self-Build on CVM: The source database is deployed in a CVM
instance.
Direct Connect: The source database can be interconnected with
VPCs through Direct Connect.
VPN Access: The source database can be interconnected with VPCs

Access Type

through VPN Connections.
Database: The source database is a TencentDB instance.
CCN: The source database can be interconnected with VPCs through
CCN.

Target
Database
Settings

Host Address

IP address or domain name for accessing the source MySQL database.

Port

Port for accessing the source MySQL database.

Account

Account of the source MySQL database, which must have the required
permissions.

Password

Password of the source MySQL database.

Target Database
Type

The target database type selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.

Region

The target database region selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.

Access Type

Select a type based on your scenario. In this scenario, select Database.

Database
Instance

Select the instance ID of the target database.

Account

Account of the target database, which must have the required
permissions.

Password

Password of the target database.
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4. On the Set migration options and select migration objects page, configure the migration type and objects and
click Save.

：

Note

If you want to rename a table (for example, rename table A table B) during migration, you must select the
entire database (or entire instance) where table A resides rather than only table A as the migration object;
otherwise, the system will report an error.

Configuration
Item

Description
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Configuration
Item

Description
Select a type based on your scenario.
Structural migration: Structured data such as databases and tables in the database will be
migrated.
Full migration: The database/table structure and data of the entire database will be
migrated. The migrated content will include only the existing data from the source

Migration
Type

database when the task is started, not incremental data written to the source database
after the task is started.
Full + Incremental migration: The database/table structure and data of the entire database
will be migrated. The migrated content will include the existing data from the source
database when the task is started as well as the incremental data written to the source
database after the task is started. If there are data writes to the source database during
migration, and you want to smoothly migrate the data in a non-stop manner, select this
type.

Data
Consistency
Check

If Full + Incremental migration is selected, you can perform data consistency check to
carefully compare the data in the source and target databases after migration.
If Full check is selected, when the migration task enters the "incremental sync" step, the
time lag between them is 0 seconds, and the data gap between the target and the source
databases is 0 MB, DTS will automatically trigger a data consistency check task.
If Full check is not selected, you can manually trigger a check task when the task enters
the "incremental sync" step. For more information, see Creating Data Consistency Check
Task.

Migration
Object

Advanced
Migration
Object

Entire instance: Migrate the entire database instance excluding the system databases
such as `information_schema`, `mysql`, `performance_schema`, and `sys`.
Specified objects: Migrate specified objects.
Procedures, functions, triggers, and events can be migrated.
The migration of advanced objects is a one-time operation: only advanced objects already
in the source database before the task start can be migrated, while those added to the
source database after the task start will not be synced to the target database.
Procedures and functions will be migrated during source database export. If there are
no incremental migration tasks, triggers and events will be migrated when the task stops;
otherwise, they will be migrated after you click Done, in which case the transition will take
a longer time.
For more information, see Migrating Advanced Object.

Migrate
Account

Select this feature if you want to migrate the account information of the source database.
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Configuration
Item

Description
Database/Table mapping (renaming) is supported. Hover over a database or table name,
click the displayed Edit icon, and enter a new name in the pop-up window.

Selected
Object

When advanced objects are selected for migration, we recommend you not rename
databases/tables; otherwise, migration of the advanced objects may fail.
Online DDL temp tables can be migrated (through tools such as gh-ost or pt-onlineschema-change). Click Edit of a table and select a temp table name in the pop-up
window. For more information, see Migrating Online DDL Temp Table.

5. On the task verification page, verify the task. After the verification is passed, click Start Task.
If the verification fails, fix the problem as instructed in Check Item Overview and initiate the verification again. You
can skip certain check items by blocking them after the verification fails. Then, you need to initiate the verification
again to continue the task.
Failed: It indicates that a check item fails and the task is blocked. You need to fix the problem and run the
verification task again.
Alarm: It indicates that a check item doesn't completely meet the requirements, and the task can be continued,
but the business will be affected. You need to assess whether to ignore the alarm or fix the problem and continue
the task based on the alarm message.
If you select Migrate Account, the verification task will check the account information of the source database and
migrate accounts meeting the requirements. DTS won't migrate ineligible accounts or will migrate them with fewer
permissions. For more information, see Migrating Account.

6. Return to the data migration task list, and you can see that the task has entered the Preparing status. After 1–2
minutes, the data migration task will be started.
Select Structural migration or Full migration: Once completed, the task will be stopped automatically.
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Select Full + Incremental migration: After full migration is completed, the migration task will automatically
enter the incremental data sync stage, which will not stop automatically. You need to click Complete to
manually stop the incremental data migration.
Manually complete incremental data migration and business switchover at appropriate time.
Check whether the migration task is in the incremental migration stage without any lag. If so, stop writing data
to the source database for a few minutes.
Manually complete incremental migration when the data gap between the target and the source databases is
0 MB and the time lag between them is 0 seconds.

7. (Optional) If you want to view, delete, or perform other operations on a task, click the task and select the target
operation in the Operation column. For more information, see Viewing Task.
8. After the migration task status becomes Task successful, you can formally cut over the business. For more
information, see Cutover Description.
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Migration from MariaDB/Percona to
TencentDB for MySQL
：

Last updated 2022-11-08 10:16:41
This document describes how to use the data migration feature of DTS to migrate data from MariaDB or Percona to
TencentDB for MySQL.
The following deployment modes of the source database are supported:
Self-built MariaDB and TencentDB for MariaDB.
Self-built Percona.

：

Note

TencentDB for MariaDB supports three kernels: MariaDB, Percona, and MySQL. You don't need to distinguish
the kernel when using the service. If the source database is TencentDB for MariaDB, no matter which kernel is
used, you need to select MariaDB as the source database type.

Notes
When DTS performs full data migration, it will occupy certain source instance resources, which may increase the
load of the source instance and the database pressure. If your database has low configurations, we recommend
that you migrate data during off-peak hours.
Migration is implemented without locks by default, during which no global lock (the FTWRL lock) is added to the
source database, and only tables without a primary key are locked.
When you create a data consistency check task, DTS will use the account that executes the migration task to write
the system database __tencentdb__ in the source database to record the data comparison information during
the migration task.
To ensure that subsequent data problems can be located, the __tencentdb__ system database in the
source database will not be deleted after the migration task ends.
The __tencentdb__ system database uses a single-threaded connection wait mechanism and occupies a
very small space, about 0.01%–0.1% of the storage space of the source database; for example, if the source
database is 50 GB, __tencentdb__ will be about 5–50 MB. Therefore, it has almost no impact on the
performance of the source database and will not preempt resources.
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Prerequisites
You have created a TencentDB for MySQL instance as instructed in Creating MySQL Instance.
The source and target databases must meet the requirements for the migration feature and version as instructed in
Databases Supported by Data Migration.
You have completed all the preparations as instructed in Overview.
The source database must have the following permissions:
Migration of the entire instance:
CREATE USER 'migration account'@'%' IDENTIFIED BY 'migration password';
GRANT RELOAD,LOCK TABLES,REPLICATION CLIENT,REPLICATION SLAVE,SHOW DATABASES,
SHOW VIEW,PROCESS ON *.* TO 'migration account'@'%';
// If the source database is a TencentDB for MariaDB database, you need to su
bmit a ticket to authorize `RELOAD`; otherwise, you can authorize by referrin
g to the sample code
// If you select to migrate triggers and events, you need grant both the `TRI
GGER` and `EVENT` permissions.
GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON `__tencentdb__`.* TO 'migration account'@'%';
GRANT SELECT ON *.* TO 'migration account';

Migration of specified objects:
CREATE USER 'migration account'@'%' IDENTIFIED BY 'migration password';
GRANT RELOAD,LOCK TABLES,REPLICATION CLIENT,REPLICATION SLAVE,SHOW DATABASES,
SHOW VIEW, RELOAD, PROCESS ON *.* TO 'migration account'@'%';
// If the source database is a TencentDB for MariaDB database, you need to su
bmit a ticket to authorize `RELOAD`; otherwise, you can authorize by referrin
g to the sample code
// If you select to migrate triggers and events, you need grant both the `TRI
GGER` and `EVENT` permissions.
GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON `__tencentdb__`.* TO 'migration account'@'%';
GRANT SELECT ON `mysql`.* TO 'migration account'@'%';
GRANT SELECT ON database to be migrated.* TO 'migration account';

If the source database is MariaDB 10.5 or 10.6, you also need the SLAVE MONITOR permission to run show
slave status .
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Permissions required of the target database: ALTER, ALTER ROUTINE, CREATE, CREATE ROUTINE, CREATE
TEMPORARY TABLES, CREATE USER, CREATE VIEW, DELETE, DROP, EVENT, EXECUTE, INDEX,
INSERT, LOCK TABLES, PROCESS, REFERENCES, RELOAD, SELECT, SHOW DATABASES, SHOW VIEW,
TRIGGER, and UPDATE (if the target database is TencentDB for MariaDB, you need to submit a ticket to authorize
RELOAD ).

Compatibility description for heterogeneous migration
During migration from MariaDB to MySQL, due to their slight differences in features, the following compatibility issues
may occur:
1. Due to MariaDB's functional characteristics, some SQL statements are different from the returned result of SHOW
CREATE TABLE , which may cause differences of the synced DDL statements in the target database.
Even if no default value is specified for the blob type in MariaDB, SHOW CREATE TABLE will still display the
default value DEFAULT NULL after the table is created.
If the DDL statement of datetime type in the source database is datetime NOT NULL ON UPDATE
CURRENT_TIMESTAMP , SHOW CREATE TABLE will display datetime NOT NULL DEFAULT '000000-00 00:00:00' ON UPDATE current_timestamp() after the table is created, and the DDL parsed
by the target MySQL will be datetime NOT NULL ON UPDATE CURRENT_TIMESTAMP .
2. Some statements only supported by MariaDB (such as CREATE OR REPLACE TABLE/PERIOD FOR/WITHOUT
OVERLAPS ) may cause the migration task to report errors during full migration and will be ignored during
incremental migration.
If the PERIOD FOR/WITHOUT OVERLAPS statement is executed before the migration task is started or
during full migration (in the source database export and data import step), the migration task will fail; if it is
executed during incremental sync, the target database will ignore it, and data cannot be synced to the target
database.
As DDL operations that change the database or table structure cannot be performed during full migration, if the
CREATE OR REPLACE TABLE statement is executed during full migration, the migration task will fail; if it is
executed during incremental sync, the target database will ignore it, and data cannot be synced to the target
database.
3. MariaDB allows default values for blob/text data, but MySQL does not. If there are SQL statements of these types,
the migration task will report errors.
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Application restrictions
Basic tables, views, functions, triggers, stored procedures, and events can be migrated, while system tables such
as information_schema , sys , performance_schema , __cdb_recycle_bin__ ,
__recycle_bin__ , __tencentdb__ , and mysql cannot.

When views, stored procedures, and functions are migrated, DTS will check whether user1 corresponding to
DEFINER ( [DEFINER = user1] ) in the source database is the same as the migration account user2 ,
and if not, DTS will change the SQL SECURITY attribute of user1 in the target database from DEFINER
to INVOKER ( [INVOKER = user1] ) after the migration, and set the DEFINER in the target database to
the migration account user2 ( [DEFINER = migration account user2] ). If the view definition in the
source database is too complex, the task may fail.
If the source MySQL database is a non-GTID instance, DTS doesn't support HA switch for it. If it is switched, DTS
incremental sync may be interrupted.
Only data with the following three database engines can be migrated: InnoDB, MyISAM, and TokuDB. Tables with
other engines will be skipped during migration by default.
Correlated data objects must be migrated together; otherwise, migration will fail. Common correlations include table
referenced by views, view referenced by views, and tables correlated through primary/foreign keys.
During incremental migration, if the source database has distributed transactions or generates binlog statements in
the STATEMENT format, the migration will fail.
If the source database is TencentDB for MariaDB, the following limits apply:
The DTS migration task requires that the values of the lower_case_tame_name parameter (table name
case sensitivity) of the source and target databases be the same. If the source database is TencentDB for
MariaDB, as it allows modifying this parameter only during instance creation, you need to determine the case
sensitivity rule when creating the source database and modify this parameter of the target database if the values
are different during verification.
If the source database is TencentDB for MariaDB 10.4, the Access Type does not support the Database
option, and you need to select Public Network or other types.
If the binlog of the source database has a GTID hole, it may compromise the performance of the migration task and
cause the task to fail.
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Scenarios that contain both DML and DDL statements in the same transaction are not supported and will trigger
errors during task execution.
Geometry data types are not supported and will trigger errors during task execution.
The ALTER VIEW statement is not supported and will be skipped during migration.

Operation limits
During migration, do not perform the following operations; otherwise, the migration task will fail:
Do not modify or delete user information (including username, password, and permissions) in the source and
target databases and port numbers.
Do not run distributed transactions in the source database.
Do not write binlog data in the STATEMENT format into the source database.
Do not clear binlogs in the source database.
Do not run DDL operations of changing the database/table structure during database/table structure migration or
full migration.
Do not delete the system table __tencentdb__ during incremental migration.
If MariaDB's unique statements such as CREATE OR REPLACE TABLE/PERIOD FOR/WITHOUT
OVERLAPS are included, the migration task may report errors during full migration and will ignore them during
incremental migration.
If you only perform full data migration, do not write new data into the source instance during migration; otherwise,
the data in the source and target databases will be inconsistent. In scenarios with data writes, to ensure the data
consistency in real time, we recommend you select full + incremental data migration.

Supported SQL Operations
Operation
Type

Supported SQL Operations

DML

INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, and REPLACE

DDL

TABLE: CREATE TABLE, ALTER TABLE, DROP TABLE, TRUNCATE TABLE, and
RENAME TABLE
VIEW: CREATE VIEW and DROP VIEW
INDEX: CREATE INDEX and DROP INDEX
DATABASE: CREATE DATABASE, ALTER DATABASE, and DROP DATABASE
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Environment requirements

：

Note

The system will automatically check the following environment requirements before starting a migration task
and report an error if a requirement is not met. If you can identify the failed check item, fix it as instructed in
Check Item Overview; otherwise, wait for the system verification to complete and fix the problem according to
the error message.

Type

Environment Requirement
The source and target databases can be connected.
The server where the source database resides must have enough outbound
bandwidth; otherwise, the migration speed will be affected.
Requirements for the instance parameters:
The `server_id` parameter in the source database must be set manually and cannot
be 0.
`row_format` for the source databases/tables cannot be set to `FIXED`.
The values of the `lower_case_table_names` variable in both the source and target
databases must be the same.
The `connect_timeout` variable in the source database must be greater than or
equal to 10.

Requirements for
source database

We recommend you enable `skip-name-resolve` to reduce the possibility of
connection timeout.
Requirements for binlog parameters:
The `log_bin` variable in the source database must be set to `ON`.
The `binlog_format` variable in the source database must be set to `ROW`.
The `binlog_row_image` variable in the source database must be set to `FULL`.
On MariaDB 10.2 or later and Percona 5.6 or later, if the `gtid_mode` variable is not
`ON`, an alarm will be triggered. We recommend you enable `gtid_mode`.
You cannot set filter conditions with `do_db` and `ignore_db`.
If the source instance is a replica database, the `log_slave_updates` variable must
be set to `ON`.
We recommend you retain the binlog of the source database for at least three days;
otherwise, the task cannot be resumed from the checkpoint and will fail.
Foreign key dependency:
Foreign key dependency can be set to only one of the following two types: `NO
ACTION` and `RESTRICT`.
During partial table migration, tables with foreign key dependency must be migrated.
The migration precision of DTS for data in `FLOAT` type is 38 digits, and for data in
`DOUBLE` type is 308 digits. You should check whether this meets your requirements.
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Type

Environment Requirement

Requirements for
the target
database

The target database version must be later than or equal to the source database
version.
The size of the target database space must be at least 1.2 times that of the
databases/tables to be migrated in the source database. (Full data migration will execute
INSERT operations concurrently, causing some tables in the target database to generate
data fragments. Therefore, after full migration is completed, the size of the tables in the
target database may be larger than that in the source database.)
The target database cannot have migration objects such as tables and views with the
same name as those in the source database.
The `max_allowed_packet` parameter of the target database must be set to 4 MB or
above.

Other
requirements

The environment variable `innodb_stats_on_metadata` must be set to `OFF`.

Directions
Migration from MariaDB and Percona to TencentDB for MySQL follows the same steps of migration from MySQL to
TencentDB MySQL. For detailed configurations, see Migration from MySQL to TencentDB for MySQL.
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Migration from TDSQL for MySQL to
TencentDB for MySQL
：

Last updated 2022-09-04 22:14:13
The steps of data migration from TDSQL for MySQL to TencentDB for MySQL are basically the same as those of
migration from TDSQL for MySQL to TDSQL for MySQL.
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Migrating to MariaDB
Migration from MySQL to TencentDB for
MariaDB (MySQL/MariaDB/Percona)
：

Last updated 2022-11-21 17:45:21
This document describes how to use the data migration feature of DTS to migrate data from MySQL, MariaDB, or
Percona to TencentDB for MariaDB.
The following deployment modes of the source database are supported:
Self-built MySQL and TencentDB for MySQL.
Self-built MariaDB and TencentDB for MariaDB.
Self-built Percona.

：

Note

TencentDB for MariaDB supports three kernels: MariaDB, MySQL, and Percona. You don't need to distinguish
the kernel when using the service. If the source database is TencentDB for MariaDB, no matter which kernel is
used, you need to select MariaDB as the source database type.

This document describes how to migrate data from MariaDB to TencentDB for MariaDB. The requirements and steps
of data migration from MySQL and Percona to TencentDB for MariaDB are basically the same.

Notes
When DTS performs full data migration, it will occupy certain source instance resources, which may increase the
load of the source instance and the database pressure. If your database has low configurations, we recommend
that you migrate data during off-peak hours.
Migration is implemented without locks by default, during which no global lock (the FTWRL lock) is added to the
source database, and only tables without a primary key are locked.
When you create a data consistency check task, DTS will use the account that executes the migration task to write
the system database __tencentdb__ in the source database to record the data comparison information during
the migration task.
To ensure that subsequent data problems can be located, the __tencentdb__ system database in the
source database will not be deleted after the migration task ends.
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The __tencentdb__ system database uses a single-threaded connection wait mechanism and occupies a
very small space, about 0.01%–0.1% of the storage space of the source database; for example, if the source
database is 50 GB, __tencentdb__ will be about 5–50 MB. Therefore, it has almost no impact on the
performance of the source database and will not preempt resources.

Prerequisites
You have created a TencentDB for MariaDB instance as instructed in Creating Instance.
The source and target databases must meet the requirements for the migration feature and version as instructed in
Databases Supported by Data Migration.
You have completed all the preparations as instructed in Overview.
The source database must have the following permissions:
Migration of the entire instance:
CREATE USER 'migration account'@'%' IDENTIFIED BY 'migration password';
GRANT RELOAD,LOCK TABLES,REPLICATION CLIENT,REPLICATION SLAVE,SHOW DATABASES,
SHOW VIEW,PROCESS ON *.* TO 'migration account'@'%';
// If the source database is a TencentDB for MariaDB database, you need to su
bmit a ticket to authorize `RELOAD`; otherwise, you can authorize by referrin
g to the sample code
// If the source database is an Alibaba Cloud database, you don't need to gra
nt the `SHOW DATABASES` permission; otherwise, you need to do so. For more in
formation on authorizing an Alibaba Cloud database, visit https://help.aliyu
n.com/document_detail/96101.html.
// If you select to migrate triggers and events, you need grant both the `TRI
GGER` and `EVENT` permissions.
GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON `__tencentdb__`.* TO 'migration account'@'%';
GRANT SELECT ON *.* TO 'migration account';

Migration of specified objects:
CREATE USER 'migration account'@'%' IDENTIFIED BY 'migration password';
GRANT RELOAD,LOCK TABLES,REPLICATION CLIENT,REPLICATION SLAVE,SHOW DATABASES,
SHOW VIEW,PROCESS ON *.* TO 'migration account'@'%';
// If the source database is a TencentDB for MariaDB database, you need to su
bmit a ticket to authorize `RELOAD`; otherwise, you can authorize by referrin
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g to the sample code
// If the source database is an Alibaba Cloud database, you don't need to gra
nt the `SHOW DATABASES` permission; otherwise, you need to do so. For more in
formation on authorizing an Alibaba Cloud database, visit https://help.aliyu
n.com/document_detail/96101.html.
// If you select to migrate triggers and events, you need grant both the `TRI
GGER` and `EVENT` permissions.
GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON `__tencentdb__`.* TO 'migration account'@'%';
GRANT SELECT ON `mysql`.* TO 'migration account'@'%';
GRANT SELECT ON database to be migrated.* TO 'migration account';

Permissions required of the target database: ALTER, ALTER ROUTINE, CREATE, CREATE ROUTINE, CREATE
TEMPORARY TABLES, CREATE USER, CREATE VIEW, DELETE, DROP, EVENT, EXECUTE, INDEX,
INSERT, LOCK TABLES, PROCESS, REFERENCES, RELOAD, SELECT, SHOW DATABASES, SHOW VIEW,
TRIGGER, and UPDATE.

Use limits
Basic tables, views, functions, triggers, procedures, and events can be migrated, while system tables such as
information_schema , sys , performance_schema , __cdb_recycle_bin__ ,
__recycle_bin__ , __tencentdb__ , and mysql cannot.
When views, procedures, and functions are migrated, DTS will check whether user1 corresponding to
DEFINER ( [DEFINER = user1] ) in the source database is the same as the migration account user2 ,
and if not, DTS will change the SQL SECURITY attribute of user1 in the target database from DEFINER
to INVOKER ( [INVOKER = user1] ) after the migration, and set the DEFINER in the target database to
the migration account user2 ( [DEFINER = migration account user2] ). If the view definition in the
source database is too complex, the task may fail.
If the source MySQL database is a non-GTID instance, DTS doesn't support HA switch for it. If it is switched, DTS
incremental sync may be interrupted.
Only data with the following three database engines can be migrated: InnoDB, MyISAM, and TokuDB. Tables with
other engines will be skipped during migration by default.
Correlated data objects must be migrated together; otherwise, migration will fail. Common correlations include table
referenced by views, view referenced by views, and tables correlated through primary/foreign keys.
During incremental migration, if the source database has distributed transactions or generates binlog statements in
the STATEMENT format, the migration will fail.
If the source database is TencentDB for MariaDB, the following limits apply:
The DTS migration task requires that the values of the lower_case_tame_name parameter (table name
case sensitivity) of the source and target databases be the same. If the source database is TencentDB for
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MariaDB, as it allows modifying this parameter only during instance creation, you need to determine the case
sensitivity rule when creating the source database and modify this parameter of the target database if the values
are different during verification.
If the source database is TencentDB for MariaDB 10.4, the Access Type does not support the Database
option, and you need to select Public Network or other types.
In migration scenarios without locks, after the migration task enters the "source database export" step, DDL
operations are not supported.
If the binlog of the source database has a GTID hole, it may compromise the performance of the migration task and
cause the task to fail.
Scenarios that contain both DML and DDL statements in the same transaction are not supported and will trigger
errors during task execution.
Geometry data types are not supported and will trigger errors during task execution.
The ALTER VIEW statement is not supported and will be skipped during migration.

Operation limits
During migration, do not perform the following operations; otherwise, the migration task will fail:
Do not modify or delete user information (including username, password, and permissions) in the source and
target databases and port numbers.
Do not run distributed transactions in the source database.
Do not write binlog data in the STATEMENT format into the source database.
Do not clear binlogs in the source database.
Do not run DDL operations of changing the database/table structure during database/table structure migration or
full migration.
Do not delete the system table __tencentdb__ during incremental migration.
If you only perform full data migration, do not write new data into the source instance during migration; otherwise,
the data in the source and target databases will be inconsistent. In scenarios with data writes, to ensure the data
consistency in real time, we recommend you select full + incremental data migration.
If the source database is Alibaba Cloud RDS or PolarDB, it will add an additional primary key column to tables
without a primary key or non-null unique key in the binlog. The added primary key column is invisible in the table
structure and thus may not be recognized by DTS. Therefore, we recommend you not migrate tables without a
primary key.

Supported SQL operations
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Operation
Type

Supported SQL Operations

DML

INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, and REPLACE
TABLE: CREATE TABLE, ALTER TABLE, DROP TABLE, TRUNCATE TABLE, and
RENAME TABLE

DDL

VIEW: CREATE VIEW and DROP VIEW
INDEX: CREATE INDEX and DROP INDEX
DATABASE: CREATE DATABASE, ALTER DATABASE, and DROP DATABASE

Environment requirements

：

Note

The system will automatically check the following environment requirements before starting a migration task
and report an error if a requirement is not met. If you can identify the failed check item, fix it as instructed in
Check Item Overview; otherwise, wait for the system verification to complete and fix the problem according to
the error message.

Type
Requirements for
source database

Environment Requirement
The source and target databases can be connected.
The server where the source database resides must have enough outbound
bandwidth; otherwise, the migration speed will be affected.
Requirements for the instance parameters:
The `server_id` parameter in the source database must be set manually and cannot
be 0.
`row_format` for the source databases/tables cannot be set to `FIXED`.
The values of the `lower_case_table_names` variable in both the source and target
databases must be the same.
The `connect_timeout` variable in the source database must be greater than or
equal to 10.
We recommend you enable `skip-name-resolve` to reduce the possibility of
connection timeout.
Requirements for binlog parameters:
The `log_bin` variable in the source database must be set to `ON`.
The `binlog_format` variable in the source database must be set to `ROW`.
The `binlog_row_image` variable in the source database must be set to `FULL`.
On MySQL 5.6 or later, if the `gtid_mode` variable is not `ON`, an alarm will be
triggered. We recommend you enable `gtid_mode`.
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You cannot set filter conditions with `do_db` and `ignore_db`.
If the source instance is a replica database, the `log_slave_updates` variable must
be set to `ON`.
We recommend you retain the binlog of the source database for at least three days;
otherwise, the task cannot be resumed from the checkpoint and will fail.
Foreign key dependency:
Foreign key dependency can be set to only one of the following two types: `NO
ACTION` and `RESTRICT`.
During partial table migration, tables with foreign key dependency must be migrated.
The migration precision of DTS for data in `FLOAT` type is 38 digits, and for data in
`DOUBLE` type is 308 digits. You should check whether this meets your requirements.

The target database version must be later than or equal to the source database
version.
The size of the target database space must be at least 1.2 times that of the
Requirements for
the target
database

Other
requirements

databases/tables to be migrated in the source database. (Full data migration will execute
INSERT operations concurrently, causing some tables in the target database to generate
data fragments. Therefore, after full migration is completed, the size of the tables in the
target database may be larger than that in the source database.)
The target database cannot have migration objects such as tables and views with the
same name as those in the source database.
The `max_allowed_packet` parameter of the target database must be set to 4 MB or
above.
The environment variable `innodb_stats_on_metadata` must be set to `OFF`.

Directions
1. Log in to the DTS console, select Data Migration on the left sidebar, and click Create Migration Task to enter
the Create Migration Task page.
2. On the Create Migration Task page, select the types, regions, and specifications of the source and target
instances and click Buy Now.
Configuration
Item
Source
Instance
Type

Description

Select the source database type, which cannot be changed after purchase. In this scenario,
select MariaDB.
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Configuration
Item

Description

Source
Instance
Region

Select the source database region. If the source database is a self-built one, select a region
nearest to it.

Target
Instance
Type

Select the target database type, which cannot be changed after purchase. In this scenario,
select MariaDB.

Target
Instance
Region

Select the target database region.

Specification

Select the specification of the migration linkage based on your business conditions. For the
performance and billing details of different specifications, see Billing Overview.

3. On the Set source and target databases page, configure the task, source database, and target database
settings. After the source and target databases pass the connectivity test, click Create.

：

Note

If the connectivity test fails, troubleshoot as prompted or as instructed in Database Connection Check and
try again.

Setting Type

Task
Configuration

Source
Database
Settings

Configuration
Item

Description

Task Name

Set a task name that is easy to identify.
Immediate execution: The task will be started immediately after the
task verification is passed.
Scheduled execution: You need to configure a task execution time
and the task will be started automatically then.

Running Mode

Tag

Tags are used to manage resources by category in different
dimensions. If the existing tags do not meet your requirements, go to
the console to create more.

Source Database
Type

The source database type selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.
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Setting Type

Configuration
Item

Description

Service Provider

For a self-built database (such as a CVM-based one) or TencentDB
database, select Others. For a third-party cloud database, select the
corresponding service provider.
In this scenario, select Others.

Region

The source database region selected during purchase, which cannot
be changed.
Select a type based on your scenario. In this scenario, select Direct
Connect or VPN Access, and you need to configure VPN-IDC
interconnection as instructed in Direct Connect or VPN Access:
Configuring VPN-IDC Interconnection. For the preparations for

Access Type

VPC-based
Direct Connect
Gateway/VPN
Gateway
VPC

different access types, see Overview.
Public Network: The source database can be accessed through a
public IP.
Self-Build on CVM: The source database is deployed in a CVM
instance.
Direct Connect: The source database can be interconnected with
VPCs through Direct Connect.
VPN Access: The source database can be interconnected with
VPCs through VPN Connections.
Database: The source database is a TencentDB instance.
CCN: The source database can be interconnected with VPCs
through CCN.
Only VPC-based Direct Connect gateway is supported. You need to
confirm the network type associated with the gateway.
VPN Gateway: Select a VPN Gateway instance.
Select a VPC and subnet associated with the VPC-based Direct
Connect Gateway or VPN Gateway.

Host Address

IP address or domain name for accessing the source database.

Port

Port for accessing the source database.

Account

Account of the source database, which must have the required
permissions.

Password

Password of the source database account.
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Setting Type

Target
Database
Settings

Configuration
Item

Description

Target Database
Type

The target database type selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.

Region

The target database region selected during purchase, which cannot
be changed.

Access Type

Select a type based on your scenario. In this scenario, select
Database.

Database
Instance

Select the instance ID of the target database.

Account

Account of the target database, which must have the required
permissions.

Password

Password of the target database account.

4. On the Set migration options and select migration objects page, configure the migration type and objects and
click Save.

：

Note

If you want to rename a table (for example, rename table A table B) during migration, you must select the
entire database (or entire instance) where table A resides rather than only table A as the migration object;
otherwise, the system will report an error.
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Configuration
Item

Migration
Type

Description
Select a type based on your scenario.
Structural migration: Structured data of databases and tables will be migrated.
Full migration: The entire database will be migrated. The migrated data will include only
the existing data from the source database when the task is started, not incremental data
written to the source database after the task is started.
Full + Incremental migration: The migrated data will include the existing data from the
source database when the task is started as well as the incremental data written to the
source database after the task is started. If there are data writes to the source database
during migration, and you want to smoothly migrate the data in a non-stop manner, select
this type.

Migration
Object

Entire instance: Migrate the entire database instance excluding the system databases
such as `information_schema`, `mysql`, `performance_schema`, and `sys`.
Specified objects: Migrate specified objects.
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Configuration
Item

Description

Advanced
Migration
Object

Procedures, functions, triggers, and events can be migrated.
The migration of advanced objects is a one-time operation: only advanced objects already
in the source database before the task start can be migrated, while those added to the
source database after the task start will not be synced to the target database.
Procedures and functions will be migrated during source database export. If there are
no incremental migration tasks, triggers and events will be migrated when the task stops;
otherwise, they will be migrated after you click Done, in which case the transition will take
a longer time.
For more information, see Migrating Advanced Object.

Selected
Object

Database/Table mapping (renaming) is supported. Hover over a database or table name,
click the displayed Edit icon, and enter a new name in the pop-up window.
When advanced objects are selected for migration, we recommend you not rename
databases/tables; otherwise, migration of the advanced objects may fail.
Online DDL temp tables can be migrated (through tools such as gh-ost or pt-onlineschema-change). Click Edit of a table and select a temp table name in the pop-up
window. For more information, see Migrating Online DDL Temp Table.

5. On the task verification page, verify the task. After the verification is passed, click Start Task.
If the verification fails, fix the problem as instructed in Check Item Overview and initiate the verification again.
Failed: It indicates that a check item fails and the task is blocked. You need to fix the problem and run the
verification task again.
Alarm: It indicates that a check item doesn't completely meet the requirements, and the task can be continued,
but the business will be affected. You need to assess whether to ignore the alarm or fix the problem and continue
the task based on the alarm message.
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6. Return to the data migration task list, and you can see that the task has entered the Preparing status. After 1–2
minutes, the data migration task will be started.
Select Structural migration or Full migration: Once completed, the task will be stopped automatically.
Select Full + Incremental migration: After full migration is completed, the migration task will automatically
enter the incremental data sync stage, which will not stop automatically. You need to click Complete to
manually stop the incremental data sync.
Manually complete incremental data sync and business switchover at appropriate time.
Check whether the migration task is in the incremental sync stage without any lag. If so, stop writing data to
the source database for a few minutes.
Manually complete incremental sync when the data gap between the target and the source databases is 0 MB
and the time lag between them is 0 seconds.
7. (Optional) If you want to view, delete, or perform other operations on a task, click the task and select the target
operation in the Operation column. For more information, see Viewing Task.
8. After the migration task status becomes Task successful, you can formally cut over the business. For more
information, see Cutover Description.
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Migration from TDSQL for MySQL to
TencentDB for MariaDB
：

Last updated 2022-09-07 14:40:23
The steps of data migration from TDSQL for MySQL to TencentDB for MariaDB are basically the same as those of
migration from TDSQL for MySQL to TDSQL for MySQL.
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Migration to TDSQL-C for MySQL
Migration from MySQL/MariaDB/Percona to
TDSQL-C for MySQL
：

Last updated 2022-09-27 14:26:25
This document describes how to use the data migration feature of DTS to migrate data from MySQL, MariaDB, or
Percona to TDSQL-C for MySQL.
The following deployment modes of the source database are supported:
Self-built MySQL, third-party cloud MySQL, and TencentDB for MySQL.
Self-built MariaDB and TencentDB for MariaDB.
Self-built Percona.
This document describes how to migrate data from MySQL to TDSQL-C for MySQL. The requirements and steps of
data migration from MariaDB and Percona to TDSQL-C for MySQL are basically the same.

Notes
During full data migration, DTS consumes certain source instance resources, which may increase the load and
pressure of the source database. If your database configuration is low, we recommend you sync the data during offpeak hours.
Migration is implemented without locks by default, during which no global lock (the FTWRL lock) is added to the
source database, and only tables without a primary key are locked.
When you create a data consistency check task, DTS will use the account that executes the migration task to write
the system database __tencentdb__ in the source database to record the data comparison information during
the migration task.
To ensure that subsequent data problems can be located, the __tencentdb__ system database in the
source database will not be deleted after the migration task ends.
The __tencentdb__ system database uses a single-threaded connection wait mechanism and occupies a
very small space, about 0.01%–0.1% of the storage space of the source database; for example, if the source
database is 50 GB, __tencentdb__ will be about 5–50 MB. Therefore, it has almost no impact on the
performance of the source database and will not preempt resources.
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You have created a TDSQL-C for MySQL cluster as instructed in Creating Cluster.
The source and target databases must meet the requirements for the migration feature and version as instructed in
Databases Supported by Data Migration.
You have completed all the preparations as instructed in Overview.
You need to create a migration account in the source self-built MySQL database and grant it the following required
permissions:
CREATE USER 'migration account'@'%' IDENTIFIED BY 'migration password';
GRANT RELOAD,LOCK TABLES,REPLICATION CLIENT,REPLICATION SLAVE,SHOW
DATABASES,SHOW VIEW,PROCESS ON *.* TO 'migration account'@'%';
// If the source database is a TencentDB for MariaDB database, you need to subm
it a ticket to authorize `RELOAD`; otherwise, you can authorize by referring to
the sample code
// If the source database is an Alibaba Cloud database, you don't need to grant
the `SHOW DATABASES` permission; otherwise, you need to do so. For more informa
tion on authorizing an Alibaba Cloud database, visit https://help.aliyun.com/do
cument_detail/96101.html.
GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON `__tencentdb__`.* TO 'migration account'@'%';
GRANT SELECT ON `mysql`.* TO 'migration account'@'%';

Specified database/table migration: GRANT SELECT ON database to be migrated.* TO 'migration
account';
Entire instance migration: GRANT SELECT ON *.* TO 'migration account';
Permissions required of the target database: ALTER, ALTER ROUTINE, CREATE, CREATE ROUTINE, CREATE
TEMPORARY TABLES, CREATE USER, CREATE VIEW, DELETE, DROP, EVENT, EXECUTE, INDEX,
INSERT, LOCK TABLES, PROCESS, REFERENCES, RELOAD, SELECT, SHOW DATABASES, SHOW VIEW,
TRIGGER, and UPDATE.

Application restrictions
Only basic tables and views can be migrated, while objects such as functions, triggers, and stored procedures
cannot.
System tables such as information_schema , sys , performance_schema ,
__cdb_recycle_bin__ , __recycle_bin__ , __tencentdb__ , and mysql cannot be migrated.
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When a view is exported, DTS will check whether user1 corresponding to DEFINER ( [DEFINER =
user1] ) in the source database is the same as user2 in the migration target, and if not, DTS will change the
SQL SECURITY attribute of user1 in the target database from DEFINER to INVOKER ( [INVOKER =
user1] ), and set the DEFINER in the target database to user2 of the migration target ( [DEFINER =
migration target user2] ). If the view definition in the source database is too complex, the task may fail.
If the source MySQL database is a non-GTID instance, DTS doesn't support HA switch for it. If it is switched, DTS
incremental sync may be interrupted.
Only data with the following three database engines can be migrated: InnoDB, MyISAM, and TokuDB. Tables with
other engines will be skipped during migration by default.
Correlated data objects must be migrated together; otherwise, migration will fail. Common correlations include table
reference by views, view reference by views, and associative tables based on primary/foreign keys.
During incremental migration, if the source database has distributed transactions or generates binlog statements in
the STATEMENT format, the migration will fail.
In migration scenarios without locks, after the migration task enters the "source database export" step, DDL
operations are not supported.
If the binlog of the source database has a GTID hole, it may compromise the performance of the migration task and
cause the task to fail.
Scenarios that contain both DML and DDL statements in the same transaction are not supported and will trigger
errors during task execution.
Geometry data types are not supported and will trigger errors during task execution.
The ALTER VIEW statement is not supported and will be skipped during migration.

Operation limits
During migration, do not perform the following operations; otherwise, the migration task will fail:
Do not modify or delete user information (including username, password, and permissions) in the source and
target databases and port numbers.
Do not run distributed transactions in the source database.
Do not write binlog data in the STATEMENT format into the source database.
Do not clear binlogs in the source database.
Do not run DDL operations of changing the database/table structure during database/table structure migration or
full migration.
Do not delete the system table __tencentdb__ during incremental migration.
If you only perform full data migration, do not write new data into the source instance during migration; otherwise,
the data in the source and target instances will be inconsistent. In scenarios with data writes, to ensure the data
consistency in real time, we recommend you select full + incremental data migration.
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Supported SQL operations
Operation
Type

Synchronizable SQL Operations

DML

INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, and REPLACE

DDL

TABLE: CREATE TABLE, ALTER TABLE, DROP TABLE, TRUNCATE TABLE, and
RENAME TABLE
VIEW: CREATE VIEW and DROP VIEW
INDEX: CREATE INDEX and DROP INDEX
DATABASE: CREATE DATABASE, ALTER DATABASE, and DROP DATABASE

Environment requirements

：

Note

The system will automatically check the following environment requirements before starting a migration task
and report an error if a requirement is not met. If you can identify the failed check item, fix it as instructed in
Check Item Overview; otherwise, wait for the system verification to complete and fix the problem according to
the error message.

Type
Requirements for
source database

Environment Requirement
The source and target databases can be connected.
The server where the source database resides must have enough outbound
bandwidth; otherwise, the migration speed will be affected.
Requirements for the instance parameters:
The `server_id` parameter in the source database must be set manually and cannot
be 0.
`row_format` for the source databases/tables cannot be set to `FIXED`.
The values of the `lower_case_table_names` variable in both the source and target
databases must be the same.
The `connect_timeout` variable in the source database must be greater than or
equal to 10.
We recommend you enable `skip-name-resolve` to reduce the possibility of
connection timeout.
Requirements for binlog parameters:
The `log_bin` variable in the source database must be set to `ON`.
The `binlog_format` variable in the source database must be set to `ROW`.
The `binlog_row_image` variable in the source database must be set to `FULL`.
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On MySQL 5.6 or later, if the `gtid_mode` variable is not `ON`, an alarm will be
triggered. We recommend you enable `gtid_mode`.
You cannot set filter conditions with `do_db` and `ignore_db`.
If the source instance is a replica database, the `log_slave_updates` variable must
be set to `ON`.
We recommend you retain the binlog of the source database for at least three days;
otherwise, the task cannot be resumed from the checkpoint and will fail.
Foreign key dependency:
Foreign key dependency can be set to only one of the following two types: `NO
ACTION` and `RESTRICT`.
During partial table migration, tables with foreign key dependency must be migrated.
The migration precision of DTS for data in `FLOAT` type is 38 digits, and for data in
`DOUBLE` type is 308 digits. You should check whether this meets your requirements.

Requirements for
the target
database

The target database version must be later than or equal to the source database
version.
The size of the target database space must be at least 1.2 times that of the
databases/tables to be migrated in the source database. (Full data migration will execute
INSERT operations concurrently, causing some tables in the target database to generate
data fragments. Therefore, after full migration is completed, the size of the tables in the
target database may be larger than that in the source database.)
The target database cannot have migration objects such as tables and views with the
same name as those in the source database.
The `max_allowed_packet` parameter of the target database must be set to 4 MB or
above.

Other
requirements

The environment variable `innodb_stats_on_metadata` must be set to `OFF`.

Directions
1. Log in to the DTS console, select Data Migration on the left sidebar, and click Create Migration Task to enter
the Create Migration Task page.
2. On the Create Migration Task page, select the types, regions, and specifications of the source and target
instances and click Buy Now.
Configuration
Item

Description

Source Instance

Select the source database type, which cannot be changed after purchase. In this

Type

scenario, select MySQL.
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Configuration
Item

Description

Source Instance
Region

Select the source database region. If the source database is a self-built one, select a
region nearest to it.

Target Instance
Type

Select the target database type, which cannot be changed after purchase. In this
scenario, select TDSQL-C for MySQL.

Target Instance
Region
Specification

Select the target database region.
Select the specification of the migration link based on your business conditions.

3. On the Set source and target databases page, configure the task, source database, and target database
settings. After the source and target databases pass the connectivity test, click Create.

：

Note

If the connectivity test fails, troubleshoot as prompted or as instructed in Database Connection Check and
try again.

Setting Type

Task
Configuration

Source
Database
Settings

Configuration
Item

Description

Task Name

Set a task name that is easy to identify.

Running
Mode

Immediate execution: The task will be started immediately after the task
verification is passed. Scheduled execution: You need to configure a task
execution time and the task will be started automatically then.

Tag

Tags are used to manage resources by category in different dimensions. If
the existing tags do not meet your requirements, go to the console to
create more.

Source
Database
Type

The source database type selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.
For a self-built database (such as a CVM-based one) or TencentDB

Service
Provider

database, select Others. For a third-party cloud database, select the
corresponding service provider. In this scenario, select Others (with a
self-built database as an example).
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Setting Type

Configuration
Item

Description

Region

The source database region selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.

Access Type

Select a type based on your scenario. In this scenario, select Public
Network.
Public Network: The source database can be accessed through a public
IP.
Self-Build on CVM: The source database is deployed in a CVM
instance.
Direct Connect: The source database can be interconnected with VPCs
through Direct Connect. If you select this type, you need to configure
VPN-IDC interconnection as instructed in Direct Connect or VPN
Access: Configuring VPN-IDC Interconnection.
VPN Access: The source database can be interconnected with VPCs
through VPN Connections. If you select this type, you need to configure
VPN-IDC interconnection as instructed in Direct Connect or VPN
Access: Configuring VPN-IDC Interconnection.
Database: The source database is a TencentDB instance.
CCN: The source database can be interconnected with VPCs through
CCN. If you select this type, you need to configure VPC-IDC
interconnection as instructed in CCN Access: Configuring VPC-IDC
Interconnection Through CCN.
For a third-party cloud database, you can select Public Network
generally or select VPN Access, Direct Connect, or CCN based on your
actual network conditions.

Target
Database
Settings

Host
Address

IP address or domain name for accessing the source MySQL database.

Port

Port for accessing the source MySQL database.

Account

Account of the source MySQL database, which must have the required
permissions.

Password

Password of the source MySQL database.

Target
Database
Type

The target database type selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.

Region

The target database region selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.
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Setting Type

Configuration
Item

Description

Access Type

Select Database.

Database
Instance

Select the target TDSQL-C for MySQL instance ID.

Account

Account of the target TDSQL-C for MySQL database, which must have
the required permissions.

Password

Password of the target TDSQL-C for MySQL database.

4. On the Set migration options and select migration objects page, configure the migration type and objects and
click Save.

：

Note

If you want to rename a table (for example, rename table A table B) during migration, you must select the
entire database (or entire instance) where table A resides rather than only table A as the migration object;
otherwise, the system will report an error.
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Configuration
Item

Description
Structural migration: Structured data such as databases and tables in the database will be

Migration
Type

migrated.
Full migration: The entire database will be migrated. The migrated data will include only
the existing data from the source database when the task is started, not incremental data
written to the source database after the task is started.
Full + Incremental migration: The migrated data will include the existing data from the
source database when the task is started as well as the incremental data written to the
source database after the task is started. If there are data writes to the source database
during migration, and you want to smoothly migrate the data in a non-stop manner, select
this type.

Migration
Object

Select Entire instance if you need to migrate the entire instance, but system databases
such as `information_schema`, `mysql`, `performance_schema`, and `sys` won't be migrated
Select specified object if you need to migrate specified tables.

Migrate
Account

Select this feature if you want to migrate the account information of the source database.
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Configuration
Item

Selected
Object

Description
Database/Table mapping (renaming) is supported. Hover over a database or table name,
click the displayed Edit icon, and enter a new name in the pop-up window.
When advanced objects are selected for migration, we recommend you not rename
databases/tables; otherwise, migration of the advanced objects may fail.
Online DDL temp tables can be migrated (through tools such as gh-ost or pt-onlineschema-change). Click Edit of a table and select a temp table name in the pop-up
window. For more information, see Migrating Online DDL Temp Table.

5. On the task verification page, verify the task. After the verification is passed, click Start Task.
If the verification fails, fix the problem as instructed in Check Item Overview and initiate the verification again.
Failed: It indicates that a check item fails and the task is blocked. You need to fix the problem and run the
verification task again.
Alarm: It indicates that a check item doesn't completely meet the requirements, and the task can be continued,
but the business will be affected. You need to assess whether to ignore the alarm or fix the problem and continue
the task based on the alarm message.
If you select Migrate Account, the account information of the source database will be verified. For more
information, see Migrating Account.

6. Return to the data migration task list, and you can see that the task has entered the Creating status. After 1–2
minutes, the data migration task will be started.
Select Structural migration or Full migration: once completed, the task will be stopped automatically.
Select Full + Incremental migration: After full migration is completed, the migration task will automatically enter
the incremental data sync stage, which will not stop automatically. You need to click Complete to manually stop
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the incremental data sync.
Manually complete incremental data sync and business switchover at appropriate time.
Check whether the migration task is in the incremental sync stage without any lag. If so, stop writing data to the
source database for a few minutes.
Manually complete incremental sync when the data gap between the target and the source databases is 0 MB
and the time lag between them is 0 seconds.
7. (Optional) If you want to view, delete, or perform other operations on a task, click the task and select the target
operation in the Operation column. For more information, see Viewing Task.
8. After the migration task status becomes Task successful, you can formally cut over the business. For more
information, see Cutover Description.
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Migrating to TDSQL MySQL
Migration from MySQL/MariaDB/Percona to
TDSQL for MySQL
：

Last updated 2022-09-27 14:26:50
This document describes how to use the data migration feature of DTS to migrate data from MySQL, MariaDB, or
Percona to TDSQL for MySQL.
The following deployment modes of the source database are supported:
Self-built MySQL and TencentDB for MySQL.
Self-built MariaDB and TencentDB for MariaDB.
Self-built Percona.

：

Note

TencentDB for MariaDB supports three kernels: MariaDB, MySQL, and Percona. You don't need to distinguish
the kernel when using the service. If the source database is TencentDB for MariaDB, no matter which kernel is
used, you need to select MariaDB as the source database type.

This document describes how to migrate data from MySQL to TDSQL for MySQL. The requirements and steps of
data migration from MariaDB and Percona to TDSQL for MySQL are basically the same.

Notes
During full data migration, DTS consumes certain source instance resources, which may increase the load and
pressure of the source database. If your database configuration is low, we recommend you sync the data during offpeak hours.
Full migration is implemented with tables locked, during which write operations will be blocked for a short while.
When you create a data consistency check task, DTS will use the account that executes the migration task to write
the system database __tencentdb__ in the source database to record the data comparison information during
the migration task.
To ensure that subsequent data problems can be located, the __tencentdb__ system database in the
source database will not be deleted after the migration task ends.
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The __tencentdb__ system database uses a single-threaded connection wait mechanism and occupies a
very small space, about 0.01%–0.1% of the storage space of the source database; for example, if the source
database is 50 GB, __tencentdb__ will be about 5–50 MB. Therefore, it has almost no impact on the
performance of the source database and will not preempt resources.

Prerequisites
You have created a TDSQL for MySQL instance as instructed in Creating Instances.
The source and target databases must meet the requirements for the migration feature and version as instructed in
Databases Supported by Data Migration.
You have completed all the preparations as instructed in Overview.
You need to create a __tencentdb__ database in advance in the source MySQL database.
You need to have the permissions of the source database.
CREATE USER 'migration account'@'%' IDENTIFIED BY 'migration password';
GRANT SELECT,RELOAD,LOCK TABLES,REPLICATION CLIENT,REPLICATION SLAVE,SHOW DATAB
ASES,SHOW VIEW,PROCESS ON *.* TO 'migration account'@'%';
// If the source database is a TencentDB for MariaDB database, you need to subm
it a ticket to authorize `RELOAD`; otherwise, you can authorize by referring to
the sample code
GRANT INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, DROP, SELECT, INDEX, ALTER, CREATE ON `__tencentd
b__`.* TO 'migration account'@'%';

Permissions required of the target database: ALTER, ALTER ROUTINE, CREATE, CREATE ROUTINE, CREATE
TEMPORARY TABLES, CREATE USER, CREATE VIEW, DELETE, DROP, EVENT, EXECUTE, INDEX,
INSERT, LOCK TABLES, PROCESS, REFERENCES, RELOAD, SELECT, SHOW DATABASES, SHOW VIEW,
TRIGGER, and UPDATE (if the target database is TencentDB for MariaDB, you need to submit a ticket to authorize
RELOAD ).

Application restrictions
Only basic tables can be migrated, while objects such as views, functions, triggers, and stored procedures cannot.
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System tables and user information such as information_schema , sys , performance_schema ,
__tencentdb__ , and mysql cannot be migrated.
Only data with the InnoDB database engine can be migrated. Tables with other engines will be skipped during
migration by default.
Correlated data objects must be migrated at the same time; otherwise, migration will fail.
During incremental migration, if the source database has distributed transactions or generates binlog statements in
the STATEMENT format, the migration will fail.
Scenarios that contain both DML and DDL statements in the same transaction are not supported and will trigger
errors during task execution.
Geometry data types are not supported and will trigger errors during task execution.

Operation limits
During migration, do not perform the following operations; otherwise, the migration task will fail:
Do not modify or delete user information (including username, password, and permissions) in the source and
target databases and port numbers.
Do not run distributed transactions in the source database.
Do not write binlog data in the STATEMENT format into the source database.
Do not clear binlogs in the source database.
Do not delete the system table __tencentdb__ during incremental migration.
If you only perform full data migration, do not write new data into the source instance during migration; otherwise,
the data in the source and target instances will be inconsistent. In scenarios with data writes, to ensure the data
consistency in real time, we recommend you select full + incremental data migration.

Supported SQL operations
Operation Type

Synchronizable SQL Operations

DML

INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, and REPLACE

DDL

Table: CREATE TABLE, ALTER TABLE, DROP TABLE, and TRUNCATE TABLE
View: CREATE VIEW and DROP VIEW
Index: CREATE INDEX and DROP INDEX
Database: CREATE DATABASE, ALTER DATABASE, and DROP DATABASE

Environment requirements
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：

Note

The system will automatically check the following environment requirements before starting a migration task
and report an error if a requirement is not met. If you can identify the failed check item, fix it as instructed in
Check Item Overview; otherwise, wait for the system verification to complete and fix the problem according to
the error message.

Type

Environment Requirement
The source and target databases can be connected.
Requirements for the instance parameters:
`table_row_format` cannot be set to `FIXED`.
The values of the `lower_case_table_names` variable in both the source and target
databases must be the same.
The `max_allowed_packet` parameter in the target database must be at least 4 MB.
The `connect_timeout` variable in the source database must be greater than or
equal to 10.

Requirements for
source database

Requirements for
the target
database

Requirements for binlog parameters:
The `binlog_format` variable in the source database must be set to `ROW`.
The `log_bin` variable in the source database must be set to `ON`.
The `binlog_row_image` variable in the source database must be set to `FULL`.
On v5.6 or later, if the `gtid_mode` variable in the source database is not `ON`, a
warning will be triggered. We recommend you enable `gtid_mode`.
It is not allowed to set `do_db` and `ignore_db`.
If the source instance is a replica database, the `log_slave_updates` variable must
be set to `ON`.
We recommend you retain the binlog of the source database for at least three days;
otherwise, the task cannot be resumed from the checkpoint and will fail.
Foreign key dependency:
Foreign key dependency can be in either the `NO ACTION` or `RESTRICT` type.
During partial table migration, tables with foreign key dependency must be migrated.

If the target database is a distributed database, we recommend you manually create a
partitioned table and plan the shardkey in advance; otherwise, DTS will create a table in
the target database based on the table style of the source database. If the source
database is a standalone instance, the target database will be created as a single table.
The target database version must be later than or equal to the source database
version.
The space of the target database must be at least 1.2 times the size of the tables to be
migrated in the source database.
The target database cannot have tables that conflict with the source database.
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Other
requirements

The environment variable `innodb_stats_on_metadata` must be set to `OFF`.

Directions
1. Log in to the DTS console, select Data Migration on the left sidebar, and click Create Migration Task to enter
the Create Migration Task page.
2. On the Create Migration Task page, select the types, regions, and specifications of the source and target
instances and click Buy Now.
Configuration
Item

Description

Source Instance
Type

Select the source database type, which cannot be changed after purchase. In this
scenario, select MySQL.

Source Instance
Region

Select the source database region. If the source database is a self-built one, select a
region nearest to it.

Target Instance
Type

Select the target database type, which cannot be changed after purchase. In this
scenario, select TDSQL for MySQL.

Target Instance
Region

Select the target database region.

Specification

Select the specification of the migration link based on your business conditions.

3. On the Set source and target databases page, configure the task, source database, and target database
settings. After the source and target databases pass the connectivity test, click Create.

：

Note

If the connectivity test fails, troubleshoot as prompted or as instructed in Database Connection Check and
try again.

Setting Type
Task
Configuration

Configuration
Item

Description

Task Name

Set a task name that is easy to identify.
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Setting Type

Source
Database
Settings

Configuration
Item

Description

Running
Mode

Immediate execution: The task will be started immediately after the task
verification is passed. Scheduled execution: You need to configure a task
execution time and the task will be started automatically then.

Tag

Tags are used to manage resources by category in different dimensions. If
the existing tags do not meet your requirements, go to the console to
create more.

Source
Database
Type

The source database type selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.

Service
Provider

For a self-built database (such as a CVM-based one) or TencentDB
database, select Others. For a third-party cloud database, select the
corresponding service provider.
In this scenario, select Others (with a local self-built database as an
example).

Region

The source database region selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.
Select a type based on your scenario. In this scenario, select Public
Network. For the preparations for different access types, see Overview.
Public Network: The source database can be accessed through a public
IP.

Access Type

Self-Build on CVM: The source database is deployed in a CVM
instance.
Direct Connect: The source database can be interconnected with VPCs
through Direct Connect.
VPN Access: The source database can be interconnected with VPCs
through VPN Connections.
Database: The source database is a TencentDB instance.
CCN: The source database can be interconnected with VPCs through
CCN.
For a third-party cloud database, you can select Public Network
generally or select VPN Access, Direct Connect, or CCN based on your
actual network conditions.

Host
Address

IP address or domain name for accessing the source MySQL database.

Port

Port for accessing the source MySQL database.
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Setting Type

Configuration
Item

Description

Account

Account of the source MySQL database, which must have the required
permissions.

Password

Password of the source MySQL database.

Target
Database
Type

Target
Database
Settings

The target database type selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.

Region

The target database region selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.

Access Type

Select Database.

Database
Instance

Select the target TDSQL for MySQL instance ID.

Account

Account of the target TDSQL for MySQL database, which must have the
required permissions.

Password

Password of the target TDSQL for MySQL database.

4. On the Set migration options and select migration objects page, configure the migration type and objects and
click Save.

：

Note

If you want to use a tool such as gh-ost and pt-osc to perform online DDL operations on a table during
migration, you must select the entire database (or entire instance) where the table resides rather than
only the table as the migration object; otherwise, the temporary table data generated by online DDL
changes cannot be migrated to the target database.
If you want to rename a table (for example, rename table A table B) during migration, you must select the
entire database (or entire instance) where table A resides rather than only table A as the migration
object; otherwise, the system will report an error.
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Configuration
Item

Description

Migration
Type

Select a type based on your scenario.
Full migration: The entire database will be migrated. The migrated data will only be
existing content of the source database when the task is initiated but not include the
incremental data written to the source database after the task is initiated.
Full + Incremental migration: The migrated data will include the existing content of the
source database when the task is initiated as well as the incremental data written to the
source database after the task is initiated. If there are data writes to the source database
during migration, and you want to smoothly migrate the data in a non-stop manner, select
this option.
Entire instance: Migrate the entire database instance excluding the system databases
such as `information_schema`, `mysql`, `performance_schema`, and `sys`.
Specified objects: Migrate specified objects.

Migration
Object
Specified
objects

Select the objects to be migrated in Source Database Object and move them to the
Selected Object box.

5. On the task verification page, verify the task. After the verification is passed, click Start Task.
If the verification fails, fix the problem as instructed in Check Item Overview and initiate the verification again.
Failed: It indicates that a check item fails and the task is blocked. You need to fix the problem and run the
verification task again.
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Alarm: It indicates that a check item doesn't completely meet the requirements, and the task can be continued, but
the business will be affected. You need to assess whether to ignore the alarm or fix the problem and continue the
task based on the alarm message.
6. Return to the data migration task list, and you can see that the task has entered the Creating status. After 1–2
minutes, the data migration task will be started.
Select Structural migration or Full migration: once completed, the task will be stopped automatically.
Select Full + Incremental migration: After full migration is completed, the migration task will automatically
enter the incremental data sync stage, which will not stop automatically. You need to click Complete to
manually stop the incremental data sync.
Manually complete incremental data sync and business switchover at appropriate time.
Check whether the migration task is in the incremental sync stage without any lag. If so, stop writing data to
the source database for a few minutes.
Manually complete incremental sync when the data gap between the target and the source databases is 0 MB
and the time lag between them is 0 seconds.
7. (Optional) If you want to view, delete, or perform other operations on a task, click the task and select the target
operation in the Operation column. For more information, see Viewing Task.
8. After the migration task status becomes Task successful, you can formally cut over the business. For more
information, see Cutover Description.
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Migration from TDSQL for MySQL to TDSQL
for MySQL
：

Last updated 2022-09-27 14:27:13
This document describes how to use the data migration feature of DTS to migrate data from TDSQL for MySQL to
TDSQL for MySQL.
The requirements for data migration in the following scenarios are the same as those for data migration from TDSQL
for MySQL to TDSQL for MySQL. You can refer to this document for directions.
Data migration from TDSQL for MySQL to TencentDB for MariaDB
Data migration from TDSQL for MySQL to TencentDB for MySQL

Notes
During full data migration, DTS consumes certain source instance resources, which may increase the load and
pressure of the source database. If your database configuration is low, we recommend you sync the data during offpeak hours.
Migration is implemented without locks by default, during which no global lock (the FTWRL lock) is added to the
source database, and only tables without a primary key are locked.
When you create a data consistency check task, DTS will use the account that executes the migration task to write
the system database __tencentdb__ in the source database to record the data comparison information during
the migration task.
To ensure that subsequent data problems can be located, the __tencentdb__ system database in the
source database will not be deleted after the migration task ends.
The __tencentdb__ system database uses a single-threaded connection wait mechanism and occupies a
very small space, about 0.01%–0.1% of the storage space of the source database; for example, if the source
database is 50 GB, __tencentdb__ will be about 5–50 MB. Therefore, it has almost no impact on the
performance of the source database and will not preempt resources.

Prerequisites
You have created a TDSQL for MySQL instance as instructed in Creating Instances.
The source and target databases must meet the requirements for the migration feature and version as instructed in
Databases Supported by Data Migration.
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You have completed all the preparations as instructed in Overview.
You need to create a __tencentdb__ database in advance in the source TDSQL for MySQL database.
You need to have the permissions of the source database.

CREATE USER 'migration account'@'%' IDENTIFIED BY 'migration password';
GRANT SELECT,RELOAD,LOCK TABLES,REPLICATION CLIENT,REPLICATION SLAVE,SHOW DATAB
ASES,SHOW VIEW,PROCESS ON *.* TO 'migration account'@'%';
// If the source database is a TDSQL for MySQL database, you need to submit a t
icket to authorize `RELOAD`; otherwise, you can authorize by referring to the s
ample code
GRANT INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, DROP, SELECT, INDEX, ALTER, CREATE ON `__tencentd
b__`.* TO 'migration account'@'%';

Permissions required of the target database: ALTER, ALTER ROUTINE, CREATE, CREATE ROUTINE, CREATE
TEMPORARY TABLES, CREATE USER, CREATE VIEW, DELETE, DROP, EVENT, EXECUTE, INDEX,
INSERT, LOCK TABLES, PROCESS, REFERENCES, RELOAD, SELECT, SHOW DATABASES, SHOW VIEW,
TRIGGER, and UPDATE.

Application restrictions
Only basic tables can be migrated, while objects such as views, functions, triggers, and stored procedures cannot.
System tables and user information such as information_schema , sysdb , test , sys ,
performance_schema , __tencentdb__ , and mysql cannot be migrated.
Only data with the InnoDB database engine can be migrated. Tables with other engines will be skipped during
migration by default.
Correlated data objects must be migrated at the same time; otherwise, migration will fail.
During incremental migration, if the source database has distributed transactions or generates binlog statements in
the STATEMENT format, the migration will fail.
Two-level partitioned tables as described in Subpartitioning cannot be migrated.
During migration from TDSQL for MySQL to MySQL/MariaDB, if a two-level partitioned table is encountered, the
task will report an error.
During migration from TDSQL for MySQL to TDSQL for MySQL, if the migrated databases/tables contain twolevel partitioned tables, such partitioned table will be skipped. If the entire database or instance is migrated, and
a two-level partitioned table is encountered, the task will report an error and pause.
Scenarios that contain both DML and DDL statements in the same transaction are not supported and will trigger
errors during task execution.
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Geometry data types are not supported and will trigger errors during task execution.

Operation limits
During migration, do not perform the following operations; otherwise, the migration task will fail:
Do not modify or delete user information (including username, password, and permissions) in the source and
target databases and port numbers.
Do not run distributed transactions in the source database.
Do not write binlog data in the STATEMENT format into the source database.
Do not clear binlogs in the source database.
Do not delete the system table __tencentdb__ during incremental migration.
If you only perform full data migration, do not write new data into the source instance during migration; otherwise,
the data in the source and target instances will be inconsistent. In scenarios with data writes, to ensure the data
consistency in real time, we recommend you select full + incremental data migration.
During incremental migration, you cannot add new shards or adjust the shard specification in the source database;
otherwise, the migration task will not sync the data in the new shards or will report an error and pause. If you need
to maintain incremental sync for a long time and add or adjust shards in the source database, see Sync from
TDSQL for MySQL to TDSQL for MySQL.

Supported SQL operations
Operation Type

Synchronizable SQL Operations

DML

INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, and REPLACE

DDL

Table: CREATE TABLE, ALTER TABLE, DROP TABLE, and TRUNCATE TABLE
View: CREATE VIEW and DROP VIEW
Index: CREATE INDEX and DROP INDEX
Database: CREATE DATABASE, ALTER DATABASE, and DROP DATABASE

Environment requirements

：

Note

The system will automatically check the following environment requirements before starting a migration task
and report an error if a requirement is not met. If you can identify the failed check item, fix it as instructed in
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Check Item Overview; otherwise, wait for the system verification to complete and fix the problem according to
the error message.

Type

Environment Requirement
The source and target databases can be connected.
Requirements for the instance parameters:
`table_row_format` cannot be set to `FIXED`.
The values of the `lower_case_table_names` variable in both the source and target

Requirements for
source database

databases must be the same.
The `max_allowed_packet` parameter in the target database must be at least 4 MB.
The `connect_timeout` variable in the source database must be greater than or
equal to 10.
Requirements for binlog parameters:
The `binlog_format` variable in the source database must be set to `ROW`.
The `log_bin` variable in the source database must be set to `ON`.
The `binlog_row_image` variable in the source database must be set to `FULL`.
On v5.6 or later, if the `gtid_mode` variable in the source database is not `ON`, a
warning will be triggered. We recommend you enable `gtid_mode`.
It is not allowed to set `do_db` and `ignore_db`.
If the source instance is a replica database, the `log_slave_updates` variable must
be set to `ON`.
We recommend you retain the binlog of the source database for at least three days;
otherwise, the task cannot be resumed from the checkpoint and will fail.
Foreign key dependency:
Foreign key dependency can be in either the `NO ACTION` or `RESTRICT` type.
During partial table migration, tables with foreign key dependency must be migrated.

If the target database is a distributed database, we recommend you manually create a
partitioned table and plan the shardkey in advance; otherwise, DTS will create a table in
the target database based on the table style of the source database. If the source
Requirements for
the target
database

Other
requirements

database is a standalone instance, the target database will be created as a single table.
The target database version must be later than or equal to the source database
version.
The space of the target database must be at least 1.2 times the size of the tables to be
migrated in the source database.
The target database cannot have tables that conflict with the source database.
The environment variable `innodb_stats_on_metadata` must be set to `OFF`.
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Directions
1. Log in to the DTS console, select Data Migration on the left sidebar, and click Create Migration Task to enter
the Create Migration Task page.
2. On the Create Migration Task page, select the types, regions, and specifications of the source and target
instances and click Buy Now.
Configuration
Item

Description

Source Instance
Type

Select the source database type, which cannot be changed after purchase. In this
scenario, select TDSQL for MySQL.

Source Instance
Region

Select the source database region.

Target Instance
Type

Select the target database type, which cannot be changed after purchase. In this
scenario, select TDSQL for MySQL.

Target Instance
Region

Select the target database region.

Specification

Select the specification of the migration link based on your business conditions.

3. On the Set source and target databases page, configure the task, source database, and target database
settings. After the source and target databases pass the connectivity test, click Create.

：

Note

If the connectivity test fails, troubleshoot as prompted or as instructed in Database Connection Check and
try again.

Setting Type
Task
Configuration

Configuration
Item

Description

Task Name

Set a task name that is easy to identify.

Running
Mode

Immediate execution: The task will be started immediately after the task
verification is passed. Scheduled execution: You need to configure a task
execution time and the task will be started automatically then.
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Setting Type

Configuration
Item

Tag

Description
Tags are used to manage resources by category in different dimensions. If
the existing tags do not meet your requirements, go to the console to
create more.

Source
Database
Settings

Target
Database
Settings

Source
Database
Type

The source database type selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.

Region

The source database region selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.

Access Type

Select Database.

Database
Instance

Select the instance ID of the source database.

Account

Account of the source TDSQL for MySQL database, which must have the
required permissions.

Password

Password of the source TDSQL for MySQL database.

Target
Database
Type

The target database type selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.

Region

The target database region selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.

Access Type

Select Database.

Database
Instance

Select the target TDSQL for MySQL instance ID.

Account

Account of the target TDSQL for MySQL database, which must have the
required permissions.

Password

Password of the target TDSQL for MySQL database.

4. On the Set migration options and select migration objects page, configure the migration type and objects and
click Save.

：

Note
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If you want to use a tool such as gh-ost and pt-osc to perform online DDL operations on a table during
migration, you must select the entire database (or entire instance) where the table resides rather than
only the table as the migration object; otherwise, the temporary table data generated by online DDL
changes cannot be migrated to the target database.
If you want to rename a table (for example, rename table A table B) during migration, you must select the
entire database (or entire instance) where table A resides rather than only table A as the migration
object; otherwise, the system will report an error.

Configuration
Item

Description
Select a type based on your scenario.
Structural migration: Structured data of databases and tables will be migrated.
Full migration: The entire database will be migrated. The migrated data will include only
the existing data from the source database when the task is started, not incremental data

Migration
Type

written to the source database after the task is started.
Full + Incremental migration: The migrated data will include the existing data from the
source database when the task is started as well as the incremental data written to the
source database after the task is started. If there are data writes to the source database
during migration, and you want to smoothly migrate the data in a non-stop manner, select
this type.
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Configuration
Item

Description
Entire instance: Migrate the entire database instance excluding the system databases
such as `information_schema`, `mysql`, `performance_schema`, and `sys`.
Specified objects: Migrate specified objects.

Migration
Object
Specified
objects

Select the objects to be migrated in Source Database Object and move them to the
Selected Object box.

5. On the task verification page, verify the task. After the verification is passed, click Start Task.
If the verification fails, fix the problem as instructed in Check Item Overview and initiate the verification again.
Failed: It indicates that a check item fails and the task is blocked. You need to fix the problem and run the
verification task again.
Alarm: It indicates that a check item doesn't completely meet the requirements, and the task can be continued, but
the business will be affected. You need to assess whether to ignore the alarm or fix the problem and continue the
task based on the alarm message.
6. Return to the data migration task list, and you can see that the task has entered the Creating status. After 1–2
minutes, the data migration task will be started.
Select Structural migration or Full migration: once completed, the task will be stopped automatically.
Select Full + Incremental migration: After full migration is completed, the migration task will automatically
enter the incremental data sync stage, which will not stop automatically. You need to click Complete to
manually stop the incremental data sync.
Manually complete incremental data sync and business switchover at appropriate time.
Check whether the migration task is in the incremental sync stage without any lag. If so, stop writing data to
the source database for a few minutes.
Manually complete incremental sync when the data gap between the target and the source databases is 0 MB
and the time lag between them is 0 seconds.
7. (Optional) If you want to view, delete, or perform other operations on a task, click the task and select the target
operation in the Operation column. For more information, see Viewing Task.
8. After the migration task status becomes Task successful, you can formally cut over the business. For more
information, see Cutover Description.
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Migrating to PostgreSQL
Migration from PostgreSQL to TencentDB for
PostgreSQL
：

Last updated 2022-10-19 18:25:37
This document describes how to use the data migration feature of DTS to migrate data from PostgreSQL to
TencentDB for PostgreSQL.
The steps of data migration from TDSQL-C for PostgreSQL to TencentDB for PostgreSQL are basically the same as
those in this scenario.

Notes
When DTS performs full data migration, it will occupy certain source instance resources, which may increase the
load of the source instance and the database pressure. If your database has low configurations, we recommend
that you migrate data during off-peak hours.
When you migrate an instance over the public network, make sure that the source database service is accessible
over the public network and keep the public network connection stable. If the network fluctuates or fails, migration
will fail, and you need to restart the migration task.
If the source PostgreSQL database is not TencentDB for PostgreSQL, it must have the replication permission;
otherwise, the precheck will fail.
During migration, the migration rate can be affected by factors such as the read performance of the source, the
network bandwidth between the source and the target instances, and the specification of the target instance.
Migration concurrency is determined by number of CPU cores of target instance, for instance, if the target instance
has 2 cores, concurrency will be 2.

Prerequisites
You have created a TencentDB for PostgreSQL instance as instructed in Creating TencentDB for PostgreSQL
Instance.
The source and target databases must meet the requirements for the migration feature and version as instructed in
Databases Supported by Data Migration.
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You have completed all the preparations as instructed in Overview.
Permissions required for the source database:
If the source PostgreSQL database is not TencentDB for PostgreSQL, it must have the replication permission.
If the source database is TencentDB for PostgreSQL, the source database account must be the initial user
selected when the TencentDB instance is created.
If some tables or objects have no permissions, you can use a high-privileged user to run the following sample
statements to grant them permissions:
grant
grant
grant
grant
GRANT

select on table `table name` to `username`;
select on SEQUENCE `sequence name` to `username`;
connect on database `database name` to `username`;
select on large object `large object name` oid to `username`;
USAGE ON SCHEMA `schema name` to `username`;

The target database account must be the initial user selected when the TencentDB instance is created.
If the target database instance contains the database to be migrated and the database owner is not the current
migration user, run the following statement to grant the database permissions to the migration user:
alter database `database name` owner to `migration user`;

If the migration user (the account executing the migration task) is not a user with the
pg_tencentdb_superuser role, the system will prompt "Failed to verify the target instance permissions and
unable to get the schema list" during verification. In this case, run the following statement to grant the initial user's
permissions to the migration user:
grant pg_tencentdb_superuser to migration user;

Use limits
Correlated data objects must be migrated together; otherwise, migration will fail. Common correlations include table
referenced by views, view referenced by views, view/table referenced by procedures/functions/triggers, and tables
correlated through primary/foreign keys.
To ensure migration efficiency, the data of CVM-based self-built instances cannot be migrated across regions over
the private network. If you need to migrate data across regions, you can do so over the public network .
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To migrate the entire instance, there cannot be users and roles in the target database with the same name as those
in the source database.
If you select Full + Incremental migration, tables in the source database must have a primary key; otherwise,
data inconsistency will occur in the source and target database. We recommend you select Full migration for
tables without the primary key.

Operation limits
Do not modify or delete user information (including username, password, and permissions) in the source and target
databases and port numbers during migration.
Do not perform DDL or large object operations during structural, full, and incremental migration; otherwise, the
migrated data will be inconsistent.
If you only perform full data migration, only data before the migration start time will be migrated. If you write new
data into the source instance during migration, there will be data inconsistency between the source and target
databases. In scenarios with data writes, to ensure the data consistency in real time, we recommend you select full
+ incremental data migration.

Environment requirements

：

Note

The system will automatically check the following environment requirements before starting a migration task
and report an error if a requirement is not met. If you can identify the failed check item, fix it as instructed in
Check Item Overview; otherwise, wait for the system verification to complete and fix the problem according to
the error message.

Type
Requirements for
source database

Environment Requirement
The source and target databases can be connected.
The server where the source database resides must have enough outbound
bandwidth; otherwise, the migration speed will be affected.
Requirements for the instance parameters:
The `wal_level` parameter in the source database must be set to `logical` during
incremental migration.
The value of `max_replication_slots` in the source database must be greater than
the number of databases to be migrated during incremental migration.
The value of `max_wal_senders` in the source database must be greater than the
number of databases to be migrated during incremental migration.
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In full migration, the target database version must be greater than or equal to the

Requirements for
the target
database

source database version; in incremental migration, migration between versions later than
v10.x is supported.
The available size of the target database space must be at least 1.2 times that of the
instances to be migrated in the source database. Incremental data migration will execute
UPDATE and DELETE operations, causing some tables in the database to generate data
fragments. Therefore, after migration is completed, the size of the tables in the target
database may be larger than that in the source database. This is mainly because that the
`autovcauum` trigger conditions of the source and target databases are different.
The target database cannot have migration objects such as usernames and tables
with the same name as those in the source database.
The value of `max_worker_processes` of the target database during incremental
migration must be greater than that of `max_logical_replication_workers`.

Directions
1 (Optional) When PostgreSQL 9.4, 9.5, and 9.6 are used as the source database for "full + incremental migration",
you can install the tencent_decoding extension as instructed below. For other scenarios, skip this step.
1. Download extension based on architecture of server where source database resides.
Only "x86_64" and "aarch64" system architectures are supported.
The version of the extension version need to be the same as that of PostgreSQL.
Requirements for the Glibc version: x86_64 system should be v2.17 - 323 or later; aarch64 system should be
v2.17 - 260 or later.
View Glibc version on Linux system
RHEL/CentOS: rpm -q glibc

View Glibc version on other operation systems (Debian/Ubuntu/SUSE)
ldd --version | grep -i libc
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Download address: x86_64 9.4, x86_64 9.5, x86_64 9.6, aarch64 9.4, aarch64 9.5, aarch64 9.6
2. Place the downloaded tencent_decoding.so file in the lib folder of the Postgres process directory without restarting
the instance.
2. Log in to the DTS console, select Data Migration on the left sidebar, click Create Migration Task, and enter the
Create Migration Task page.
3. On the Create Migration Task page, select the types, regions, and specifications of the source and target
instances and click Buy Now.
Configuration Item

Description

Source Instance
Type

Select the source database type, which cannot be changed after purchase. In this
scenario, select PostgreSQL.

Source Instance
Region

Select the source database region. If the source database is a self-built one, select a
region nearest to it.

Target Instance
Type

Select the target database type, which cannot be changed after purchase. In this scenario,
select PostgreSQL.

Target Instance
Region

Select the target database region.

Specification

Select the specification of the migration link based on your business needs.

4. Complete task configuration, source database settings, and target database settings on the Set source and
target databases page. After the connectivity test for the source and target databases is passed, click Create.

：

Note

If the connectivity test fails, troubleshoot as prompted or as instructed in Database Connection Check and
try again.

Setting Type
Task

Configuration
Item
Task Name

Description
Set a task name that is easy to identify.

Configuration
Immediate execution: The task will be started immediately after the task
Running
Mode

verification is passed.
Scheduled execution: You need to configure a task execution time and
the task will be started automatically then.
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Setting Type

Configuration
Item

Description
Tags are used to manage resources by category in different dimensions. If

Tag

Source
Database
Type
Region

the existing tags do not meet your requirements, go to the console to
create more.
The source database type selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.
The source database region selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.
Select a type based on your scenario. In this scenario, TencentDB is
selected as an example. For the preparations for different access types,
see Overview.
To ensure migration efficiency, the data of CVM-based self-built instances
cannot be migrated across regions over the private network. If you need to
migrate data across regions, you can do so over the public network.
Public Network: The source database can be accessed through a public

Source
Database

Access Type

IP.
Self-Build on CVM: The source database is deployed in a CVM
instance.
Direct Connect: The source database can be interconnected with VPCs

Settings

through Direct Connect.
VPN Access: The source database can be interconnected with VPCs
through VPN Connections.
Database: The source database is a TencentDB instance.
CCN: The source database can be interconnected with VPCs through
CCN.
Database
Instance

Select the instance ID of source PostgreSQL database .

Account

Account of the source PostgreSQL database, which must have the
required permissions.

Password

Password of the source PostgreSQL database account.

Target
Database

Target
Database

The target database type selected during purchase, which cannot be

Settings

Type
Region

changed.
The target database region selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.
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Setting Type

Configuration
Item
Access Type
Database
Instance

Description
Select a type based on your scenario. In this scenario, select Database.
Select the instance ID of the target database.

Account

Account of the target database, which must have the required permissions.

Password

Password of the target database account.

5. On the Set migration options and select migration objects page, set the migration type and objects, and click
Save.
Configuration
Item

Description
Select a type based on your scenario.
Structural migration: Structured data of databases and tables will be migrated.
Full migration: The entire database will be migrated. The migrated data will include only
the existing data from the source database when the task is started, not incremental data
written to the source database after the task is started.

Migration
Type

Full + Incremental migration: The migrated data will include the existing data from the
source database when the task is started as well as the incremental data written to the
source database after the task is started. If there are data writes to the source database
during migration, and you want to smoothly migrate the data in a non-stop manner, select
this type.
Entire instance: Migrate the entire database instance, including the metadata definitions of
roles and users but excluding system databases such as system objects in PostgreSQL.

Migration
Object

Specified objects: Migrate specified objects.

Specified

Select the objects to be migrated in Source Database Object and move them to the

objects

Selected Object box.

6. Verify the migration task on the Verify task page. After the task is verified, click Start.
If the verification fails, fix the problem as instructed in Check Item Overview and initiate the verification again.
Failed: It indicates that a check item fails and the task is blocked. You need to fix the problem and run the
verification task again.
Alarm: It indicates that a check item doesn't completely meet the requirements, and the task can be continued, but
the business will be affected. You need to assess whether to ignore the alarm or fix the problem and continue the
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task based on the alarm message.
7. Return to the data migration task list, and the task will be in the Preparing status. After running for 1-2 minutes, the
data migration task will be started.
Select Structural migration or Full migration: Once completed, the task will be stopped automatically.
Select Full + Incremental migration: After full migration is completed, the migration task will automatically
enter the incremental data sync stage, which will not stop automatically. You need to click Complete to
manually stop the incremental data sync. Then, the task will enter the Completed status. At this point, do not
make any changes to the source and target databases. The backend will automatically align some objects with
the source.
Manually complete incremental data sync and business switchover at appropriate time.
Check whether the migration task is in the incremental sync stage without any lag. If so, stop writing data to
the source database for a few minutes.
Manually complete incremental sync when the data gap between the target and the source databases is 0 MB
and the time lag between them is 0 seconds.
8. (Optional) If you want to view, delete, or perform other operations on a task, click the task and select the target
operation in the Operation column. For more information, see Viewing Task.
9. After the migration task status becomes Task successful, you can formally cut over the business. For more
information, see Cutover Description.
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Migrating to MongoDB
Migration from MongoDB to TencentDB for
MongoDB
：

Last updated 2022-09-01 16:08:08
This document describes how to use the data migration feature of DTS to migrate data from MongoDB to TencentDB
for MongoDB.
MongoDB supports heterogeneous migration between replica set and sharded cluster, i.e., four source-target
architecture scenarios: replica set-to-replica set, replica set-to-sharded cluster, sharded cluster-to-replica set, and
sharded cluster-to-sharded cluster.

Notes
When DTS performs full data migration, it will occupy certain source instance resources, which may increase the
load of the source instance and the database pressure. If your database has low configurations, we recommend
that you migrate data during off-peak hours.
To migrate instances over the public network, make sure that the source instance is accessible from the public
network.

Prerequisites
You have created a TencentDB for MongoDB instance.
The source and target databases must meet the requirements for the migration feature and version as instructed in
Databases Supported by Data Migration.
You have completed all preparations.
You need to create a read-only account in the source instance for the migration; otherwise, the precheck will fail.
use admin
db.createUser({
user: "username",
pwd: "password",
roles:
[
{role: "readAnyDatabase", db: "admin"},
{role: "read", db: "local"}
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]
})

Restrictions
To ensure migration efficiency, cross-region migration is not supported for CVM-based MongoDB instances.
Incremental migration is not supported for self-built single-node instances as they have no oplogs.

Operation Restrictions
During migration, do not perform the following operations; otherwise, the migration task will fail:
Do not modify or delete user information (including username, password, and permissions) in the source and
target databases and port numbers.
Do not clear oplogs in the source database.
Do not delete the target database TencetDTSData during data migration.
Manipulate data in the target database with caution during data migration; otherwise, data inconsistency may
occur.
As DTS will filter out the DDL operations of the sharded cluster, do not perform DDL operations other than
transactions on the source database during shard migration; otherwise, data inconsistency may occur.
If you only perform full data migration, do not write new data into the source instance during migration; otherwise,
the data in the source and target databases will be inconsistent. In scenarios with data writes, to ensure the data
consistency in real time, we recommend you select full + incremental data migration.

Supported SQL Operations

：

Note

Only replica set migration supports DDL operations, while shard migration will filter out DDL operations (except
transactions).

Operation Type

Supported SQL Operation

DML

INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE
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Operation Type

Supported SQL Operation
INDEX: createIndexes, createIndex, dropIndex, and dropIndexes

DDL

COLLECTION: createCollection, drop, collMod, renameCollection, and convertToCapped
DATABASE: dropDatabase and copyDatabase

Environment Requirements
Type

Environment Requirements
The server where the source database resides must have enough outbound
bandwidth; otherwise, the migration speed will be affected.
The user account provided by the source database must have permission to read the

Source database
requirements

database.
The source database cannot have a database named TencetDTSData .
If the source database is in cluster mode, the balancer must be disabled before
incremental sync.
Oplogs must be obtained from the source database during full + incremental migration.
The space of the target database must be at least 1.3 times the size of the tables to be
migrated in the source database.
The user account provided by the target database must have the root privilege.
The target database cannot have a database named TencetDTSData .
The target database cannot have tables with the same name as those in the source

Target database
requirements

database.
If the source database is a shard, you must enter the correct mongos , config
server , and mongod node information.
The target database cannot have active businesses; otherwise, a warning will be
reported.
The shardkey information of the source and target databases must be the same;
otherwise, a warning will be reported.

Directions
1. Log in to the DTS console, select Data Migration on the left sidebar, and click Create Migration Task to enter
the Create Migration Task page.
2. On the Create Migration Task page, select the types, regions, and specifications of the source and target
instances and click Buy Now.
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Configuration Item

Description

Source Instance
Type

Select the source database type, which cannot be changed after purchase. In this
scenario, select MongoDB.

Source Instance
Region

Select the source database region. If the source database is a self-built one, select a
region nearest to it.

Target Instance

Select the target database type, which cannot be changed after purchase. In this

Type

scenario, select MongoDB.

Target Instance
Region
Specification

Select the target database region.
Select the specification of the migration linkage according to your business conditions.

3. On the Set source and target databases page, configure the task, source database, and target database
settings.

：

Note

Create a read-only account in the source instance for migration; otherwise, the precheck will fail.

As there are many cross-scenarios of source database deployment modes and access types, the
migration steps for different scenarios are similar. The following only provides configuration examples for
typical scenarios. For other scenarios, configure by referring to the examples.
Example 1: Migrate a local self-built MongoDB instance (sharded cluster) to a TencentDB instance over Direct
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Connect.

Setting Type

Configuration
Item

Description

Task

Task Name

Set a meaningful name for easy task identification.

Configuration
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Setting Type

Configuration
Item

Running
Mode

Source

Source

Database
Settings

Database
Type
Region

Description
Immediate execution: The task will be started immediately after the task
verification is passed.
Scheduled execution: You need to configure a task execution time and
the task will be started automatically then.

The source database type selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.
The source database region selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.
Select a type based on your scenario. This scenario takes Direct Connect
as an example. For the preparations for different access types, see
Overview.
Public Network: The source database can be accessed through a public
IP.
Self-Build on CVM: The source database is deployed in a CVM instance.

Access Type

Direct Connect: The source database can be interconnected with VPCs
through Direct Connect.
VPN Access: The source database can be interconnected with VPCs
through VPN Connections.
Database: The source database is a TencentDB instance.
CCN: The source database can be interconnected with VPCs through
CCN.
VPC: Both the source and target databases are deployed in Tencent
Cloud and have VPCs.

Architecture

Select the architecture of the source database. This scenario takes Cluster
Migration as an example.

VPC-based
Direct
Connect

Only VPC-based direct connect gateway is supported. Confirm the network
type associated with the gateway.

Gateway
VPC

Select the VPC and subnet of the VPC-based Direct Connect gateway.

Node -

Enter the IP and port of the mongod node and separate multiple nodes by

mongod

line breaks, such as `186.3.55.77:6379`.
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Setting Type

Configuration
Item
Node mongos

Enter the IP and port of the mongos node.

Node - config
server

Enter the IP and port of the config server node.

Authentication
Required

Select whether to check the security of username and password in the
source database.

Authentication

Name of the database to be authenticated, i.e., name of the database of the

Database

account executing the migration task, such as `admin`.

Authentication
Mechanism
Account &
Password
Selection
Target
Database
Type

Target
Database

Description

Currently, SCRAM-SHA-1 is supported.
If the three nodes of mongod, mongos, and config server in the source
database have the same account and password, select Same account &
password; otherwise, select Different accounts & passwords and enter
their respective accounts and passwords.
The target database type selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.

Region

The target database region selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.

Access Type

In this scenario, select Database.

Database
Instance

Select the instance ID of the target database.

Account

Account of the target database, which must have the required permissions.

Password

Password of the target database.

Settings
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Example 2: Migrate between two TencentDB instances.

Setting Type
Task
Configuration

Configuration
Item

Description

Task Name

Set a meaningful name for easy task identification.

Running
Mode

Immediate execution: The task will be started immediately after the task
verification is passed.
Scheduled execution: You need to configure a task execution time and the
task will be started automatically then.
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Setting Type

Configuration
Item

Tag

Description
Tags are used to manage resources by category in different dimensions. If
the existing tags do not meet your requirements, go to the console to create
more.

Source
Database
Type
Region

The source database type selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.
The source database region selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.
If the source database is a TencentDB instance, select Database. For the
preparations for different access types, see Overview.
Public Network: The source database can be accessed through a public
IP.
Self-Build on CVM: The source database is deployed in a CVM instance.
Direct Connect: The source database can be interconnected with VPCs

Access Type

through Direct Connect.
VPN Access: The source database can be interconnected with VPCs
through VPN Connections.
Database: The source database is a TencentDB instance.
CCN: The source database can be interconnected with VPCs through

Source
Database

CCN.
VPC: Both the source and target databases are deployed in Tencent Cloud

Settings

and have VPCs.

This parameter needs to be configured when TencentDB is selected as the
access type.
Cross-/IntraAccount

Database
Instance
Account
Password

Intra-account: The source and target database instances belong to the
same Tencent Cloud root account.
Cross-account: The source and target database instances belong to
different Tencent Cloud root accounts.

Select the instance ID of the source database.
Account of the source MongoDB database, which must have the required
permissions.
Password of the source MongoDB database.
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Setting Type

Configuration
Item
Target
Database
Type
Region

Target
Database
Settings

Access Type
Database
Instance

Description

The target database type selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.
The target database region selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.
In this scenario, select Database.
Select the instance ID of the target database.

Account

Account of the target database, which must have the required permissions.

Password

Password of the target database.

Example 3: Migrate an ApsaraDB for MongoDB instance (sharded cluster) to a TencentDB instance.
Setting Type

Configuration
Item
Task Name

Set a meaningful name for easy task identification.
Immediate execution: The task will be started immediately after the task

Task
Configuration

Description

Running
Mode

Source
Database

Source
Database

Settings

Type
Region

verification is passed.
Scheduled execution: You need to configure a task execution time and
the task will be started automatically then.

The source database type selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.
The source database region selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.
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Setting Type

Configuration
Item

Description
For a third-party cloud database, you can select Public Network generally
or select VPN Access, Direct Connect, or CCN based on your actual
network conditions. This scenario takes Public Network as an example.
For the preparations for different access types, see Overview.
Public Network: The source database can be accessed through a public
IP.
Self-Build on CVM: The source database is deployed in a CVM instance.
Direct Connect: The source database can be interconnected with VPCs

Access Type

through Direct Connect.
VPN Access: The source database can be interconnected with VPCs
through VPN Connections.
Database: The source database is a TencentDB instance.
CCN: The source database can be interconnected with VPCs through
CCN.
VPC: Both the source and target databases are deployed in Tencent
Cloud and have VPCs.

Architecture

Select the architecture of the source database. This scenario takes Cluster
Migration as an example.

Node mongod

Enter the IP and port of the mongod node and separate multiple nodes by
line breaks, such as `186.3.55.77:6379`.

Node mongos

Enter the IP and port of the mongos node.

Node - config
server

Enter the IP and port of the config server node.

Authentication

Select whether to check the security of username and password in the

Required

source database.

Authentication
Database

Name of the database to be authenticated, i.e., name of the database of the
account executing the migration task, such as `admin`.

Authentication
Mechanism
Account &
Password
Selection

Currently, SCRAM-SHA-1 is supported.
If the three nodes of mongod, mongos, and config server in the source
database have the same account and password, select Same account &
password; otherwise, select Different accounts & passwords and enter
their respective accounts and passwords.
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Setting Type

Configuration
Item

Description

Target
Database

The target database type selected during purchase, which cannot be

Type

Target
Database

changed.

Region

The target database region selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.

Access Type

In this scenario, select Database.

Database
Instance

Select the instance ID of the target database.

Account

Account of the target database, which must have the required permissions.

Password

Password of the target database.

Settings

4. Test the connectivity between the source and target instances.
If the connectivity test fails, fix the problem as instructed in Failed Connectivity Test.
5. On the Set migration options and select migration objects page, set the migration options and migration
objects (you can select specified databases and tables).
Configuration
Item

Description
Select a type based on your scenario.
Full migration: The entire database will be migrated. The migrated data will only be
existing content of the source database when the task is initiated but not include the

Migration
Type

incremental data written to the source database after the task is initiated.
Full + Incremental migration: The migrated data will include the existing content of the
source database when the task is initiated as well as the incremental data written to the
source database after the task is initiated. If there are data writes to the source database
during migration, and you want to smoothly migrate the data in a non-stop manner, select
this option.

Migration
Object

Entire instance: Migrate the entire database instance, including the metadata definitions of
roles and users but excluding system databases such as system objects in PostgreSQL.
Specified objects: Migrate specified objects.

Specified

Select the objects to be migrated in Source Database Object and move them to the

objects

Selected Object box.
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6. On the Verify task page, complete the precheck and click Start Task.
If the verification fails, fix the problem as instructed in Fix for Verification Failure and initiate the verification task
again.
Failed: It indicates that a check item fails and the task is blocked. You need to fix the problem and run the
verification task again.
Alarm: It indicates that a check item doesn't completely meet the requirements, and the task can be continued, but
the business will be affected. You need to assess whether to ignore the alarm or fix the problem and continue the
task based on the alarm message.
7. Return to the migration task list. After the incremental sync is 100% complete, click Complete in the Operation
column to complete the migration task.
Select Structural migration or Full migration: Once completed, the task will be stopped automatically.
Select Full + Incremental migration: After full migration is completed, the migration task will automatically enter
the incremental data sync stage, which will not stop automatically. You need to click Complete to manually stop
the incremental data sync.
Manually complete incremental data sync and business switchover at appropriate time.
Observe whether the migration task is in the incremental sync stage and is not in the lag status. If so, stop
writing data to the source database for a few minutes.
Manually complete incremental sync when the data gap between the target and the source databases is 0 MB
and the time lag between them is 0 seconds.
8. (Optional) If you want to view, delete, or perform other operations on a task, click the task and select the target
operation in the Operation column. For more information, see Task Management.
9. After the migration task status becomes Task successful, you can formally cut over the business. For more
information, see Cutover Description.
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Migrating to SQL Server
Migration from SQL Server to TencentDB for
SQL Server
：

Last updated 2022-10-19 10:58:49
This document describes how to use the data migration feature of DTS to migrate data from SQL Server to
TencentDB for SQL Server.

Notes
When DTS performs full data migration, it will occupy certain source instance resources, which may increase the
load of the source instance and the database pressure. If your database has low configurations, we recommend
that you migrate data during off-peak hours.
Full migration is implemented with tables locked, during which write operations will be blocked for seconds.

Prerequisites
You have created a TencentDB for SQL Server instance.
The source and target databases must meet the requirements for the migration feature and version as instructed in
Databases Supported by Data Migration.
You have completed all the preparations as instructed in Overview.
The service where the source database is located must open the file sharing port 445.
The source database must be set to "full recovery mode", and we recommend you make a full backup before
migration.
The local disk space of the source database must be large enough, so that the remaining free space can fit the size
of the database to be migrated.
If the source instance is not a TencentDB for SQL Server or TencentDB for SQL Server Basic Edition instance
(such as a public network/CVM-based self-built instance or instance on another cloud), an account with the
sysadmin permission needs to be used in the target database for migration, and the xp_cmdshell stored
procedure must be able to run. If the source instance is a TencentDB for SQL Server High-Availability Edition or
Cluster Edition instance, there is no permission restriction on the target database account.
You need to change to "local" for SQL service startup in the source database. The source database account is
unrestricted but needs to have the sysadmin permissions.
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The SQL service of the source database is running, and the login identity's built-in account in the startup
configuration needs to be changed to Local System.

Application restrictions
Only one migration task can be initiated at any time for the same source instance.
Currently, cross-region migration is supported between the Chinese mainland and Hong Kong (China) but not
between other regions.
Only database-level migration is supported (i.e., all objects in the database must be migrated together), while
single-table migration is not supported.
Logins, job agents, triggers, and database links (link server) at the instance level cannot be migrated.

Operation restrictions
Do not modify or delete user information (including username, password, and permissions) in the source and target
databases and port numbers during migration; otherwise, the migration task will fail.
Do not perform transaction log backup during incremental sync; otherwise, the transaction log will be truncated and
become discontinuous.
If you only perform full data migration, do not write new data into the source instance during migration; otherwise,
the data in the source and target databases will be inconsistent. In scenarios with data writes, to ensure the data
consistency in real time, we recommend you select full + incremental data migration.
For full + incremental data migration, after you click Complete and the task status becomes Completed, do not
write new data to the source database. We recommend you stop writing for two minutes; otherwise, the data in the
source and target databases may be inconsistent.

Supported SQL operations
Operation
Type

Supported SQL Operations

DML

INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, and REPLACE
TABLE: CREATE TABLE, ALTER TABLE, DROP TABLE, TRUNCATE TABLE, and
RENAME TABLE

DDL

VIEW: CREATE VIEW, ALTER VIEW, and DROP VIEW
INDEX: CREATE INDEX and DROP INDEX
DATABASE: CREATE DATABASE, ALTER DATABASE, and DROP DATABASE
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Environment requirements

：

Note

The system will automatically check the following environment requirements before starting a migration task
and report an error if a requirement is not met. If you can identify the failed check item, fix it as instructed in
Database Connection Check; otherwise, wait for the system verification to complete and fix the problem
according to the error message.

Type

Environment Requirements
The service where the source instance resides must open the file sharing port 445.
The source and target databases can be connected.

Source
database
requirements

The server where the source database resides must have enough outbound bandwidth;
otherwise, the migration speed will be affected.
Only migration from Basic Edition to High Availability Edition (including Dual-Server High

Target

Availability Edition and Cluster Edition) is supported, and the version number of the target
instance must be later than that of the source database.
The target database cannot have the same name as the source database.
The disk space of the target database must be at least 1.5 times the size of the source

database
requirements

database.
The target database cannot have access requests or active businesses; otherwise,
migration will fail.

Directions
1. Log in to the DTS console, select Data Migration on the left sidebar, and click Create Migration Task to enter
the Create Migration Task page.
2. On the Create Migration Task page, select the types, regions, and specifications of the source and target
instances and click Buy Now.
Configuration
Item

Description

Source Instance

Select the source database type, which cannot be changed after purchase. In this

Type

document, select SQL Server.

Source Instance
Region

Select the source database region. If the source database is a self-built one, select a
region nearest to it.
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Configuration
Item

Description

Target Instance
Type

Select the target database type, which cannot be changed after purchase. In this
document, select SQL Server.

Target Instance
Region

Select the target database region.

Specification

Select the specification of the migration link based on your business conditions.

3. On the Set source and target databases page, configure the task, source database, and target database
settings. After the source and target databases pass the connectivity test, click Create.
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：

Note

If the connectivity test fails, troubleshoot and fix the problem as prompted and as instructed in Database
Connection Check and try again.
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Setting Type

Configuration
Item
Task Name

Description
Set a meaningful name for easy task identification.
Immediate execution: The task will be started immediately after the

Task

task verification is passed.
Scheduled execution: You need to configure a task execution time

Running Mode

Configuration

and the task will be started automatically then.

Tag

Tags are used to manage resources by category in different
dimensions. If the existing tags do not meet your requirements, go to
the console to create more.

Source Database

The source database type selected during purchase, which cannot be

Type

changed.

Region

The source database region selected during purchase, which cannot
be changed.
Select a type based on your scenario. In this document, Database is
selected as an example. For the preparations for different access
types, see Overview.
Public Network: The source database can be accessed through a
public IP.
Self-Build on CVM: The source database is deployed in a CVM
instance.

Source
Database

Direct Connect: The source database can be interconnected with
VPCs through Direct Connect.

Access Type

VPN Access: The source database can be interconnected with
VPCs through VPN Connections.

Settings

Database: The source database is a TencentDB instance.
CCN: The source database can be interconnected with VPCs
through CCN.
For a third-party cloud database, you can select Public Network
generally or select VPN Access, Direct Connect, or CCN based on
your actual network conditions.
Database
Instance

Select the instance ID of the source database.

Account

Account of the source SQL Server database, which must have the
required permissions.

Password

Password of the source SQL Server database.
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Setting Type

Configuration
Item

Description

Target Database
Type

The target database type selected during purchase, which cannot be
changed.

Region

Target
Database
Settings

Access Type

The target database region selected during purchase, which cannot
be changed.
Select a type based on your scenario. In this document, select
Database.

Database
Instance

Select the instance ID of the target database.

Account

Account of the target database, which must have the required
permissions.

Password

Password of the target database.

4. On the Set migration options and select migration objects page, configure the migration type and objects and
click Save.

Configuration
Item

Description
Select a type based on your scenario.
Full migration: The entire database will be migrated. The migrated data will only be existing
content of the source database when the task is initiated but not include the incremental data
written to the source database after the task is initiated.

Migration
Type

Full + Incremental migration: The migrated data will include the existing content of the source
database when the task is initiated as well as the incremental data written to the source
database after the task is initiated. If there are data writes to the source database during
migration, and you want to smoothly migrate the data in a non-stop manner, select this
option.

Specified
objects

Only database-level migration is supported; that is, all objects in the specified database must
be migrated together. Select the database to be migrated in Source Database Object and
move it to the Selected Object box.

5. On the task verification page, verify the task. After the verification is passed, click Start Task.
If the verification failed, fix the problem as instructed in Database Connection Check and initiate the verification task
again.
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Failed: It indicates that a check item fails and the task is blocked. You need to fix the problem and run the
verification task again.
Alarm: It indicates that a check item doesn't completely meet the requirements, and the task can be continued, but
the business will be affected. You need to assess whether to ignore the alarm or fix the problem and continue the
task based on the alarm message.
6. Return to the data migration task list, and you can see that the task has entered the Preparing status. After 1–2
minutes, the data migration task will be started.
Select Full migration: Once completed, the task will be stopped automatically.
Select Full + Incremental migration: After full migration is completed, the migration task will automatically
enter the incremental data sync stage, which will not stop automatically. You need to click Complete to
manually stop the incremental data sync.
Manually complete incremental data sync and business switchover at appropriate time.
After the migration stage status becomes Prepared, stop writing data to the source database for a few
minutes and then manually complete incremental sync.
7. (Optional) If you want to view, delete, or perform other operations on a task, click the task and select the target
operation in the Operation column. For more information, see Viewing Task.
8. After the migration task status becomes Task successful, you can formally cut over the business. For more
information, see Cutover Description.
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Offline Migration of MySQL Data
：

Last updated 2021-12-23 16:08:36
This document describes how to migrate data through the console and command line tool.

Data Migration Through Console
There are two modes for migrating data through the console: physical backup and logical backup. For more
information, see:
Restoring Database from Physical Backup
Restoring Database from Logical Backup

Data Migration with Command Line Tool
1. Generate the SQL file to be imported with the MySQL command line tool "mysqldump" in the following way:

：

Note

The data files exported using mysqldump must be compatible with the SQL specification of your
purchased TencentDB for MySQL version. You can log in to the database and get the MySQL version
information by running the select version(); command. The name of the generated SQL file can
contain letters, digits, and underscores but not "test".
Make sure that the same source and target database versions, character sets, and mysqldump tool
versions are used. You can specify the character set with the --default-character-set
parameter.

shell > mysqldump [options] db_name [tbl_name ...] > bak_pathname
Here, options is the export option, db_name is the database name, tbl_name is the table name, and
bak_pathname is the export path.
For more information on how to export data with mysqldump, see MySQL's official documentation.
2. Import data to the target database with the MySQL command line tool as follows:
shell > mysql -h hostname -P port -u username -p < bak_pathname
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Here, hostname is the target server for data restoration, port is the port of target server, username is
the username of the database on the target server, and bak_pathname is the full path to the backup file.

Migrating data (Windows)
1. Use the Windows version of mysqldump to generate the SQL file to be imported. For more information, see the
description in Data Migration with Command Line Tool.
2. Enter the command prompt and import the data into the target database with the MySQL command line tool.

3. Log in to the target MySQL database, run the show databases; command, and you can see that the backup
database has been imported into the target database.

Migrating data (Linux)
This document uses a Linux CVM instance as an example. For more information on how to access a database from a
CVM instance, see Accessing MySQL Database.
1. Log in to the CVM instance and generate the SQL file to be imported with the MySQL command line tool
"mysqldump". Take the db_blog database in TencentDB as an example:
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2. Use the MySQL command line tool to restore the data to the target database.
3. Log in to the target MySQL database, run the show databases; command, and you can see that the backup
database has been imported into the target database.

Issues with Character Set of Imported Data Files
1. If no character set is specified during data file import into TencentDB, the one set by the database will be used.
2. Otherwise, the specified character set will be used.
3. If the specified character set is different from that of TencentDB, garbled text will be displayed.
For more information, see the character set description in Use Limits.
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Advanced Migration Operations
Migrating Advanced Object
：

Last updated 2022-09-07 14:46:39

Overview
The advanced objects that can be migrated with DTS include functions, triggers, stored procedures, and events. The
migration of advanced objects is a one-time operation: only advanced objects already in the source database before
the task start can be migrated, while those added to the source database after the task start will not be synced to the
target database.

：

Note

Currently, advanced objects can be migrated between MySQL, MariaDB, and Percona.

Scope of application
Advanced objects can be migrated only with NewDTS.

Notes
We recommend you not rename tables when migrating advanced objects; otherwise, the migration may fail.
As the failure to migrate advanced objects does not affect the entire migration task, the success of the entire
migration task does not necessarily mean that the advanced objects are also successfully migrated. Therefore, we
recommend you check whether they are migrated on the Migration Progress page after the migration is
completed.
When stored procedures and functions are migrated, DTS will check whether user1 corresponding to
DEFINER ( [DEFINER = user1] ) in the source database is the same as the migration account user2 ,
and if not, DTS will change the SQL SECURITY attribute of user1 in the target database from DEFINER
to INVOKER ( [INVOKER = user1] ) after the migration, and set the DEFINER in the target database to
the migration account user2 ( [DEFINER = migration account user2] ).
Stored procedures and functions will be migrated during source database export. If there are no incremental
migration tasks, triggers and events will be migrated when the task stops; otherwise, they will be migrated after you
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click Done, in which case the transition will take a longer time.
For cross-version migration, if the sql_mode set for the advanced objects in the source database is not
supported by the target database, sql_mode will be changed to NO_AUTO_VALUE_ON_ZERO after the
advanced objects are migrated.
When migrating triggers and events, you need to grant the migration account the TRIGGER and EVENT
permissions of the source database.

Directions
1. On the Set migration options and select migration objects page of the data migration task, set the Advanced
Object feature as needed, which is not enabled by default.

2. The advanced object check item will be added to the verification task.
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Creating Data Consistency Check Task
：

Last updated 2022-10-19 18:25:37

Overview
During data consistency check, DTS compares the table data between the source and target databases and outputs
the comparison result and inconsistency details for you to quickly process the inconsistent data. A data consistency
check task is independent and does not affect the normal business in the source database or other DTS tasks.
Data consistency check tasks can be triggered automatically or created manually.
Automatic triggering: During migration task configuration, if Full check is selected for Data Consistency Check,
a data consistency check task will be triggered automatically when the migration task enters the incremental sync
step.
Manual creation: When the DTS task enters the incremental sync step, you can manually create one or multiple
data consistency check tasks.

：

Note

Linkages currently supporting data consistency check are as follows:
MySQL/MariaDB/Percona/TDSQL for MySQL > MySQL
MySQL/MariaDB/Percona/TDSQL for MySQL > MariaDB
MySQL/MariaDB/Percona > TDSQL-C for MySQL
MySQL/MariaDB/Percona/TDSQL for MySQL > TDSQL for MySQL
MySQL/MariaDB/Percona/TDSQL for TDStore > TDSQL for TDStore

Notes
During data consistency check, only the database/table objects selected in the source database are compared with
those migrated to the target database. The consistency is not checked for data written during migration, other
advanced objects (such as procedures and events), and accounts.
A data consistency check task may increase the load in the source database instance. Therefore, you need to
perform such tasks during off-peak hours.
A data consistency check task can be executed repeatedly, but one DTS instance can initiate only one such task at
any time.
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A table to be checked must have a primary key or unique key; otherwise, it will be skipped by DTS during the
check.
If you choose to complete or terminate a DTS task before a data consistency check task is completed, the check
task will fail.
As data consistency check requires creating a new database __tencentdb__ in the source database and
writing the checksum table to the database, if the source database is read-only, data consistency check will be
skipped.

Restrictions
Currently, check tasks are imperceptible to the DDL operations. If you perform DDL operations in the source database
during migration, the check result will be inconsistent with the actual data, and you need to initiate another check task
to get the accurate comparison result.

Triggering a data consistency check task automatically
On the Set migration options and select migration objects page of a data migration task, select Full check for
Data Consistency Check. In this way, a data consistency check task will be triggered automatically when the
migration task enters the incremental sync step.

Creating a data consistency check task manually
1. Log in to the DTS console.
2. On the Data Migration page, select a migration task you want to check and click the task ID to enter the Task
Details page.
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3. Switch the tab and click Data Consistency Check.

4. Click Create Data Consistency Check.

：

Note

A data consistency check task can be created only when the corresponding DTS task is in the incremental
sync step. If the button is grayed out, the DTS task status does not meet the requirement; for example, the
task has not entered the incremental sync step, has failed, or is terminated.
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5. In the pop-up window, click OK.
6. After configuring the data consistency check parameters, click Start Data Comparison.
You can select All Migration Objects or Custom for the migration objects.

Viewing data consistency check result
1. On the migration task homepage, view whether the check result is Consistent or Inconsistent in the Last Check
Result column. Click View More to enter the Verification Details page.

2. Click View to view the check result.
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If the data is consistent, the result will be like:
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Creating Data Consistency Check Task
(MongoDB)
：

Last updated 2022-12-22 11:52:13

Overview
During data consistency check, DTS compares the table data between the source and target databases and outputs
the comparison result and inconsistency details for you to determine the business cutover time. A data consistency
check task is independent of the normal business in the source database or other DTS tasks.
Data consistency check tasks can be triggered automatically or created manually.
Automatic triggering: During migration task configuration, if Full check is selected for Data Consistency Check,
a data consistency check task will be triggered automatically when the migration task enters the incremental sync
step.
Manual creation: When the DTS task enters the incremental sync step, you can manually create one or multiple
data consistency check tasks.

Notes
Data consistency check compares only the objects selected in the source database and objects migrated to the
target database. If you write data into the target database during migration, then the written data will not be
included in the consistency check.
A data consistency check task may increase the load in the source database instance. Therefore, you need to
perform such tasks during off-peak hours.
A data consistency check task can be executed repeatedly, but one DTS instance can initiate only one such task at
any time.
If you choose to complete or terminate a DTS task before a data consistency check task is completed, the check
task will fail.
As data consistency check requires creating a new database __tencentdb__ in the source database and
writing the checksum table to the database, if the source database is read-only, data consistency check will be
skipped.

Restrictions
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Currently, check tasks are imperceptible to the DDL operations. If you perform DDL operations in the source database
during migration, the check result will be inconsistent with the actual data, and you need to initiate another check task
to get the accurate comparison result.

Triggering a data consistency check task automatically
On the Set migration options and select migration objects page of a data migration task, select Full check for
Data Consistency Check. In this way, a data consistency check task will be triggered automatically when the
migration task enters the incremental sync step.

：

Note

In this case, the full data and all the database information will be checked by default. If you need to filter check
objects, create a data consistency check task manually.

Creating a data consistency check task manually
1. Log in to the DTS console.
2. On the Data Migration page, select the target migration task and click More > Create Data Consistency Check
Task in the Operation column.
3. Click Create Data Consistency Check.

：

Note

A data consistency check task can be created only when the corresponding DTS task is in the incremental
sync step. If the button is grayed out, the DTS task status does not meet the requirement; for example, the
task has not entered the incremental sync step, has failed, or is terminated.
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4. In the pop-up window, click OK.

5. After configuring the data consistency check parameters, click Start Data Comparison.
Check Object: Select All Migration Objects or Custom.
Database Information: Select Index, Shard key (if both the source and target databases are sharded clusters), or
Database and table for check.
Data Check: The Row count check option compares the number of data rows in the source and target databases.
The Content check option compares the data content of the source and target databases.
Sampling: In scenarios with a high data volume, extracting all the data for check may increase the load of the
source database. If you select Content check, you can set an appropriate percentage based on your business
conditions to extract a certain proportion of data for comparison.

Viewing the data consistency check result
1. On the migration task homepage, view whether the check result is Consistent or Inconsistent in the Last Check
Result column. Click View More to enter the Verification Details page.
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2. Click View to view the check result.

If the data is consistent, the result will be like:
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Account Migration
：

Last updated 2022-09-21 17:24:22

Overview
This document describes how to migrate the user information from the source database to the target database.

：

Note

Currently, the following data migration scenarios supports account migration: MySQL > MySQL and MySQL >
TDSQL-C.

Notes
1. During account migration, DTS will check the account information of the source database and migrate accounts
meeting the requirements. DTS won't migrate ineligible accounts or will migrate them with fewer permissions.
Account check may have the following results:
Full migration: The account information fully meets the check requirements and can be migrated normally.
Migration with fewer permissions: If the check requirements are partially meet, only compliant permissions
will be migrated.
DTS supports permission migration only at the database and global but not other levels such as table, stored
procedure, or column. For example, if an account in the source database has permissions at both the
database and table levels, only the permissions at the database level will be migrated to the target database.
If the account executing the migration task doesn't have the same permissions in the target database, such
permissions cannot be migrated (for database and global levels only). For example, if it doesn't have the
deletion permission in the target database, the deletion permission of the source database account cannot be
migrated.
No migration: The account information doesn't meet the requirements and cannot be migrated. For more
information, see Limits.
2. If the source and target databases have the same account, DTS will overwrite the account information in the target
database with that in the source database.
If an account in the source database has the same user and host as an account in the target database
(except the account executing the migration task), but they have different passwords, after account migration,
the password of the account in the target database will be overwritten by the password of the account in the
source database.
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If an account to be migrated in the source database has the same information as the account executing the
migration task, the following attributes of the source database account will overwrite those in the target database
and may affect the performance of the migration task: MAX_QUERIES_PER_HOUR ,
MAX_UPDATES_PER_HOUR , MAX_CONNECTIONS_PER_HOUR , MAX_USER_CONNECTIONS ,
PASSWORD EXPIRE , and ACCOUNT LOCK .
If an account to be migrated in the source database has the same user and host as the account
executing the migration task, but they have different passwords, an error will be reported during the verification
task. In this case, you need to change the passwords to the same one before executing the migration task again.
3. Account migration is not affected by database/table mappings.

Limits
1. System accounts of Alibaba Cloud instances cannot be migrated, such as replicator , aurora ,
aurora_proxy , root , and aliyun_root .
2. When migrating accounts from an Alibaba Cloud instance, DTS will get the user data from the mysql.user
table first. If the mysql.user table doesn't exist, DTS will get the data from mysql.user_view . If
mysql.user_view doesn't have the password column, accounts cannot be migrated.
3. Special limits for MySQL 8.0:
If the source database is MySQL 8.0, accounts with SYSTEM_USER permissions cannot be migrated.
If the target database is MySQL 8.0 and has an account with stored procedures of the account to be migrated in
the source database, as DTS currently cannot migrate stored procedures, an error will be reported for the
CREATE USER statement. In this case, you need to delete the account in the target database first and
execute the migration task again.
If the target database is MySQL 8.0, and the account to be migrated in the source database has the
SYSTEM_USER permissions, but the account executing the migration task doesn't, the source database
account cannot be migrated.
4. If the target database is MySQL 5.5 or 5.6, and the account executing the migration task doesn't have the with
grant option permission, account migration is not supported.
5. Roles created in the source database will be migrated as users. However, users with role permissions won't be
migrated.
6. System accounts such as mysql cannot be migrated.
7. Proxy users cannot be migrated.
8. If an account in the source database contains special symbols such as the hex 0x00 symbol, the account
migration task may report an error.
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Directions
1. On the Set migration options and select migration objects page of a data migration task, select Migrate
Account.

2. The verification task will check the account information in the source database and will migrate eligible accounts.
3. Click View Details to view the detailed account migration result.
Full migration: The account meets the check requirements and can be migrated normally.
Migration with fewer permissions: If the check requirements are partially meet, only compliant permissions will be
migrated.
No migration: The account doesn't meet the check requirements and cannot be migrated. Possible causes include:
The account is a system user of an Alibaba Cloud database, or the user account and password information
cannot be obtained.
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The source database is MySQL 8.0 and the account has SYSTEM_USER permissions, or the account has
SYSTEM_USER permissions but the account executing the migration task doesn't.
The target database is MySQL 5.5 or 5.6, but the account executing the migration task doesn't have the
grant permission.
The account is a system account such as mysql , sqlserver , or orcal .
The account is a proxy user.
A system problem such as DTS parsing failure occurs.
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Database/Table Renaming
：

Last updated 2022-12-01 10:46:48

Overview
Database/Table renaming is also known as database/table mapping. In data migration scenarios, you can rename the
databases/tables to be migrated in order to avoid name conflicts between the source and target databases.

Directions
1. Log in to the DTS console, select Data Migration on the left sidebar, and create a migration task.
2. In the Set migration options and select migration objects step, in Selected Object on the right, hover over
an object to be modified and click the displayed edit icon.
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3. In the pop-up window, rename the object and click OK.
Database name mapping: In the pop-up window, set the name of the database in the target database.
Table name mapping: In the pop-up window, set the name of the table in the target database.
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Migrating Online DDL Temp Table
：

Last updated 2022-09-02 18:30:07

Overview
When performing an online DDL operation on tables in the source database with the gh-ost or pt-online-schemachange (pt-osc) tool, you need to migrate the temp tables generated by online DDL changes to the target database.
DTS allows you to associate the temp table names of the object table in advance when selecting the migration
objects, so that the object table can be migrated together with the temp tables subsequently generated by the source
database.
When you perform an online DDL operation on the table table name with the gh-ost tool, DTS supports
migrating temp tables _table name_ghc , _table name_gho , and _table name_del to the target
database.
When you perform an online DDL operation on the table table name with the pt-osc tool, DTS supports
migrating temp tables _table name_new and _table name_old to the target database.

Scope of application
Currently, temp tables can be migrated between MySQL, MariaDB, Percona, and TDSQL-C for MySQL.

Directions
1. Log in to the DTS console, select Data Migration on the left sidebar, and create a migration task.
2. In the Set migration options and select migration objects step, in Selected Object on the right, hover over
an object to be modified and click the displayed edit icon.
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3. In the pop-up window, select Sync Migration, select the tables to be migrated, and click OK.
When you perform an online DDL operation with gh-ost, select temp tables _table name_ghc , _table
name_gho , and _table name_del .
When you perform an online DDL operation with pt-osc, select temp tables _table name_new and _table
name_old .

After the temp table migration feature is used,

will be displayed before the names of the selected object tables,

and you can hover over it to view the selected temp tables.

：

Note

If the source database already contains tables with the same names as temp tables _table
name_new and _table name_old , pt-osc will generate other temp tables with different names,
which DTS cannot migrate. In this case, you must select the entire database (or entire instance) where
the table to be migrated resides rather than only the table itself as the Migration Object; otherwise, data
in the temp tables generated by online DDL changes cannot be migrated to the target database.
The table mapping (table renaming) feature conflicts with the temp table migration feature, and only one
of them can be enabled at any time.
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Setting Read-Only Target Database
：

Last updated 2022-12-01 10:46:48

Overview
Writing data to the target database when DTS migrates data may cause data inconsistency between the source and
target databases. If the read-only target database feature is enabled, DTS will revoke all the write permissions of the
target database except for the migration account and prohibit authorization during data migration so as to limit writes
to the target database. It will open up write permissions after migration is completed. This helps avoid data
inconsistency due to double write.

：

Note

To try out this feature, submit a ticket for application.

Notes
As DTS will revoke the write permissions of the target database after the read-only target database feature is enabled,
the more the accounts in the target database, the longer the time the task stays in the Preparing and Completed
statuses.

Directions
Currently, the read-only target database feature conflicts with the account migration feature. Therefore, if
you want to make the target database read-only and migrate accounts, you need to perform two migration
tasks as detailed below:
To enable read-only target database without migrating accounts, directly perform task 2.
To enable read-only target database and migrate accounts, perform tasks 1 and 2.
Task 1. Account migration

：

Note
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This section describes only the different steps to set the read-only target database feature. For more
information on configuration, including migrated account authorization, operation limits, and notes, see
Migration from MySQL to TencentDB for MySQL.

Create an empty test database in the source database. Then, create a full migration task, set Migration Object
to Specify object, select Migrate Account, and select the test database. After migrating the accounts in the
source database to the target database, complete the task.
1. Create an empty test database in the source database.
2. Log in to the DTS console, select Data Migration on the left sidebar, click Create Migration Task, and enter the
Create Migration Task page.
3. On the Create Migration Task page, select the types, regions, and specifications of the source and target
databases and click Buy Now.
4. Configure the migration task.
On the Set source and target databases page, configure the task, source database, and target database
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settings. After the source and target databases pass the connectivity test, click Create.

5. On the Set migration options and select migration objects page, configure the migration type and objects and
click Save.
Migration Type: Select Full migration.
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Data Consistency Check: Select No check.
Migration Object: Select Specify object and then select the test database.
Migrate Account: Enable this option.
Advanced Migration Object:

6. On the Verify task page, DTS will check the account information in the source database and will migrate eligible
accounts.

：

Note

For detailed requirements for account migration, see Account Migration.

7. After the task status becomes Completed, create the next migration task.
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Task 2. Read-only target database configuration
Migrate objects except accounts and enable read-only target database.
1. Purchase a migration task. On the Create Migration Task page, select the types, regions, and specifications of
the source and target databases and click Buy Now.
2. Configure the migration task.
On the Set source and target databases page, configure the task, source database, and target database
settings. After the source and target databases pass the connectivity test, click Create. Here, Access Type needs
to be the same as that selected in task 1.
3. On the Set migration options and select migration objects page, configure the migration type and objects and
click Save.
Migration Type: Select as needed.
Data Consistency Check: Select as needed.
Migration Object: Select Entire instance.
Advanced Migration Object: Select as needed.
Read-Only Target Database: Enable this option.
Migrate Account: Disable this option.
4. Verify the task.
5. Return to the data migration task list, and you can see that the task has entered the Preparing status. After 1–2
minutes, the data migration task will be started.
The more the accounts in the target database, the longer the time the task stays in the Preparing and Completed
statuses.
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Task Management
Viewing Task
：

Last updated 2021-12-24 14:22:41

Overview
After successfully creating a data migration task, you can view its details (including source and target database
information and migration type), migration object, and progress.

Directions
1. Log in to the DTS console, select Data Migration on the left sidebar, and you can view a task in one of the
following two methods:
Method 1: on the Data Migration page, select the target migration task and click the task name.
Method 2: on the Data Migration page, select the target migration task and click More > View in the
Operation column.
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2. View the task details.

3. View the migration object.

4. View the data migration progress details.
The Migration Progress tab displays information such as source and target databases/tables, number of
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estimated records, number of completed records, and migration status.
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Verifying Task
：

Last updated 2021-12-24 14:22:41

Overview
If a verification task failed, you need to initiate it again after fixing the problem as prompted.

Prerequisites
You have fixed the error reported by the verification task.

Directions
1. Log in to the DTS console, select Data Migration on the left sidebar, select the target migration task, and click
More > Verify in the Operation column.

2. In the pop-up window, you can create a verification task and query the verification result.
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Retrying Task
：

Last updated 2022-06-22 16:19:20

Overview
After a migration task is started, if it is interrupted due to an exception, you can retry it.

：

Note

Currently, you can retry a data migration task only if the migration is between MySQL, TDSQL-C for MySQL,
MariaDB, Percona, and TDSQL for MySQL.

To retry a task, DTS identifies the data point where the task was interrupted based on the binlog offset, starts to pull
the binlog from the position of the first GTID not executed in the source database, and continues to consume the data.
The support for task retry in different data migration scenarios is as detailed below:
Source database export: The task can be retried only if the task is interrupted due to a database lock failure caused
by time-consuming SQL statements in the source instance before it is locked.
Data import: Retry is not supported.
Incremental sync: Retry is supported.

Directions
Log in to the DTS console, select Data Migration on the left sidebar, select the target migration task, and click Retry
in the Operation column.
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Terminating Task
：

Last updated 2021-12-24 14:22:41

Overview
You can terminate a started migration task.

：

Note

Note that once terminated, the task cannot be resumed, and executed operations cannot be rolled back.

Directions
Log in to the DTS console, select Data Migration on the left sidebar, select the target migration task, and click More
> Terminate in the Operation column.
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Deleting Task
：

Last updated 2021-12-24 14:22:41

Overview
You can delete a stopped or failed task. Once deleted, the task will no longer exist or occupy any resources.

Prerequisites
The migration task has been stopped or failed.

Directions
1. Log in to the DTS console, select Data Migration on the left sidebar, select the target migration task, and click
More > Delete in the Operation column.
2. In the pop-up window, confirm that everything is correct and click OK.
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Modifying Task
：

Last updated 2021-12-24 14:22:41

Overview
You can modify a migration task before it is started; for example, you can change the migration object and type.

Directions
1. Log in to the DTS console, select Data Migration on the left sidebar, select the target migration task, and click
More > Modify in the Operation column.
2. On the Modify Migration Task page, modify the relevant configuration items and save.
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Stopping Task
：

Last updated 2021-12-24 14:22:41

Overview
During the full + incremental data migration, once the full migration is completed, the task will automatically start the
incremental migration, which will not stop on its own and must be ended manually.

Prerequisites
The data migration type is full + incremental migration.

Directions
Log in to the DTS console, select Data Migration on the left sidebar, select the target migration task, and click
Complete to stop it. You can complete a task only when it meets the following conditions:
The displayed migration step is Incremental Sync.
The source-target database data gap is 0 MB, and the source-target database time lag is 0s.
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Managing Tag
：

Last updated 2022-03-29 14:59:48

Overview
You can set tags for each migration task. If there are many tasks, you can filter tasks in the same category by tag to
manage them easily.

Editing and Adding Tag
1. Log in to the DTS console, select Data Migration on the left sidebar, select the target migration task, and click
Edit Tag at the top of the page.
2. In the pop-up window, select a tag. If you want to add a tag, click Add.

Deleting Tag
1. Log in to the DTS console, select Data Migration on the left sidebar, select the target migration task, and click
Edit Tag at the top of the page.
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2. In the pop-up window, click the "x" icon after a tag to delete it.
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Viewing Log
：

Last updated 2021-12-24 14:22:42

Overview
During a migration task, you can view the migration logs to know the task progress.

Directions
1. Log in to the DTS console, and you can view a task in the following two ways:
Method 1: on the Data Migration page, select the target migration task and click the task name.
Method 2: on the Data Migration page, select the target migration task and click More > View in the
Operation column.
2. View the migration logs.
Switch the tab to view the task logs.

Task Status Description
Status

Description

Configured

The migration task configuration has been completed.
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Status

Description

Checking

The migration task is being checked.

Verification
passed

The migration task passed the verification.

Verification failed

The migration task failed the verification.

Preparing

The verification has been completed, and data migration is ready to start.

Task running

The migration task is running.

Prepared

Task running is basically completed and is ready to enter the completed status.

Task successful

The migration task is successfully completed.

Retryable error
occurred

The migration task was interrupted during migration due to an exception. You can retry and
resume the task in the console.

Task failed

The migration task failed.

Terminating

The migration task is being manually terminated during execution.

Completed
Task error

During incremental migration, Done is manually clicked to move the task into the
Completed status.
During migration, the task is interrupted due to an exception and cannot be continued.
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